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ROMANCE IN THE AIR

ICERS PLAY AT FERRIS STATE

Cupid aims arrows at students
for Valentines Day

Falcons looking to build on
commanding 30-12-3 series lead
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Weather

High 49°
Low 32°

U.S. AIDS rate
Gillmor
backs
Salvador
BRIEFLY
continues rise
by John Kohlstrand

city writer

CAMPUS
Play ball! The members of the
Sport Management Alliance are
sponsoring a baseball card show
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Admission is SO cents, and 15
dealers will be on hand to buy, sell
and trade baseball, football and
basketball cards.

Author shares work:

Award-winning novelist Shelby
Hearon will read from her work
Monday at 8 p.m. in 150A Jerome
Library. The reading is free and open
to the public.
Hearon, whose books focus on
small-town life in the South, has won a
Guggenheim Fellowship for Fiction
and a National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship in Creative Writing.

After participating in an informal meeting with
Salvadoran President Alfredo Christiani last week,
U.S. Rep. Paul Gillmor (R-Port Clinton) said he was
impressed with that nation's chances of thwarting
their rebel opponents and retaining power.
In the Washington, D.C., discussion, Christiani
"was rather optimistic" about the future of El Salvador's reigning government, Gillmor said. This
hope was strengthened after a recent rebel offensive
drastically failed, he said.
"Despite these attacks, the democratic government is winning the battle," the Fifth District Ohio
Congressman said.
The discussion — which included 15 or 20 Congress
members — covered human rights abuses and the
Rro-U.S. government's battle against the Faribundo
larti National Liberation movement. Christiani is
currently visiting this country to meet with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and other U.S.
officials.
One subject on the minds of many Congress members during the meeting was the recent murder of six

Jesuit priests in El Salvador by members of the military.
President Christiani told us that the investigation
ATLANTA (AP) — The number of new AIDS cases
of murders of the Jesuit priests is moving forward," in the United States rose just 9 percent in 1989 — the
Gillmor said. "He mentioned to us that law enforce- slowest increase ever — but the disease is spreading
ment officials from the FBI and from other nations faster among heterosexuals, newborns, women and
were monitoring the investigation."
Southerners, federal AIDS specialists reported
Murder suspects from the Salvadorian military Thursday.
have been arrested and now are awaiting trial.
While these murders are grave human rights
total of 35,238 AIDS cases were reported in 1989
abuses by Christiani's conservative government, byAthe
national Centers for Disease Control, comGillmor believes the entire military is not corrupt.
with 32,196 reported during 1988. That 9 per"He (Chrisitani) made the point that had they not pared
cent increase is easily the slowest since the spread of
had the support of the high military officials, they AIDS
in the early 1980s. For example, AIDS
would not nave been able to ferret out these crimin- was upbegan
34 percent in 1988 and 60 percent in 1987.
als," Gillmor said.
"This is somewhat of a continuing trend," said Dr.
"If you want to put it in perspective, while these six Ruth
Berkelman, chief of AIDS surveillance for the
Jesuit priests were killed, the Marxist group was re- Atlanta-based
CDC. "There has been a leveling in
sponsible roughly in the same time for the deaths of reported cases."
several hundred innocent civilians," he said.
But according to Roger C. Anderson, an associate
The CDC also attempts to tabulate AIDS cases acpolitical science professor at the University who specording to when they were first diagnosed. In the
cializes in Latin American relations, the human right latest
12-month period of that survey (October 1988
violations have been pretty even on both sides.
Most major human rights advocates, such as Am- through September 1989) the annual increase was
similarly
modest, a 14 percent rise over the precednesty International, agree that abuses by the Salva- ing 12 months,
the CDC said.
dorian military are on the rise, he said.
AIDS has killed 70,313 of the 117,781 reported paD See Gillmor, page 4. tients, or 60 percent.

Colleges
visited
by Bush

CITY
Historical brides: A

historical fashion show, "100 Years of
Brides," will be presented Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the Cafe Court of the
Woodland Mall.
A free bridal show featuring
exhibits and advice on planning a
wedding will take place during mall
hours Saturday and Sunday.

by Richard Benedetto
USAToday-CIN

STATE
Who's calling? A system that
displays the telephone number of an
incoming call before the phone is
answered will be started in Ohio this
year, Ohio Bell President Ed Bell said
Thursday. The Caller ID service
shows the telephone number on a
display device, allowing customers to
ignore the call.

Father sues dean: The

father of a Youngstown State
University student slain while
house-sitting for a campus dean filed
a $75,000 wrongful death suit
Wednesday against the former dean
and two men charged in the case.
The suit said former dean Timothy
Lyons failed to inform Kenmore
Drake of the alleged violent
tendencies of defendant Brian
Blevins, who lived at the dean's house
until just before Drake was killed.

NATION
Anchor rips tanker: A

tanker punctured by its own anchor as
it was clocking spilled as much as
250,000 thousand gallons of heavy
Alaskan crude oilWednesday two
miles off a popular Southern
California beach, officials said.
Coast Guard officials expected the
oil would foul Huntington City Beach,
Huntington State Beach and Chica
Bolsa State Beach.
The spilled North Slope crude was
the same kind as the oil that fouled
Alaska's Prince William Sound last
year when more than 10 million
Sallons spilled from the Exxon Valdez
i the nation's worst oil spill, Porter
said.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1983, a

Darrow Hall resident complained in
BG News editorial about the closing of
the hall's incinerator rooms, forcing
residents to bring their trash "all the
way down into the tunnels."
Darrow's hall director had locked
the incinerator rooms due to "alleged
misuses" by the residents.
Compiled from local and wire reports

BG News/Greg Horvath

Octagon View

Looking down from the third floor of Williams Hall offers a unique perspective to a recently renovated building. The building
was renovated as part of a $30 million capital improvements project and completed in December of 1988.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — President
Bush used the backdrops of two southern universities last week to tell the nation its schools must produce more and
better scholars in science and math if
the United States is to remain competitive in the world economy.
"In science and technology, the
United States today is the undisputed
champion of the world," Bush said.
"But like any champion, we cannot rest
on our reputation."
Stopping first at North Carolina State
University in Raleigh and then at the
University of Tennessee, Bush outlined
the "education excellence" elements of
his 1991 budget, and urged Congress to
quickly approve it.
The Bush budget calls f or: a 1500 million increase for pre-school Head Start;
a $100 million hike for the National Science Foundation; $95 million more for
math and science education grants to
students; hiking research and development spending a record $4.5 billion.
"The time for study is past," Bush
said. "The time for action is now."
At the University of Tennessee, the
president participated in two demonstrations that involved the use of
micro-organisms to detoxify hazardous
waste in soil and water. The president
appeared puzzled by what was going
on, but nonetheless duly impressed.

Location Body of missing child found
makes the Nationwide search ends with discovery of murder victim
difference
(USA Today-CIN) — College campuses are still pockets of regional distinctions in the North, South, East and
West, a USA Today survey shows. Here
are some of the findings.
Eastern students are most likely to
live on campus.
! Students leaving their home state
for college tend to head east or south.
DThe West has fewer out-of-state
students.
(Black students are the dominant
minority on campuses in all parts of the
United States except the far West,
where they're out-numbered more than
2-1 by Hispanics and Asian-Americans.
C Blacks are more than half the minority population in the South and
Midwest, 46 percent in the East but
only 15 percent in the West.
Private and public colleges still are
worlds apart. For example:
DThe privates have more on-campus
residents, more students on financial
aid and more students from other
states.
DTwice as many private college students, compared with public college
students, live on campus.
□ Three times as many students in
private colleges, compared with public
colleges, are from out of state.

BAY VILLAGE, O. (AP) — A body found by a jogger in a
remote area of Ashland County Thursday is that of Amy Mihaljevic, a 10-year-old Northeast Ohio girl who disappeared
from a shopping center last fall and sparked a nationwide
search, authorities said.
The Cuyahoga County Coroner's Office said the girl died of
stab wounds to the neck, said Sgt. David Wright of the Bay
Village Police Department. She was identified through dental records, he said.
Wright said further tests would be done to determine the
time of death. There were no arrests as of Thursday evening,
he said.
Wright said he did know how or why Amy was brought to
the North-central Ohio area where her body was found.
Ashland County Sheriff Kenneth Etzwiler said a woman
jogging along County Road 1181 spotted the body around 7:40
a.m. about 20 to 25 feet off the highway. He described the

body as being about 4-foot-10 and weighing about 100 pounds
with blond hair.
The body was sent to Cuyahoga County Coroner Elizabeth
K. Balraj for an autopsy.
Etzwiler said the body may have been in the area since
November.
Amy was 10 when she disappeared on Oct. 27 from a shopping center in Bay Village, a Cleveland suburb.
Ashland County sheriff's deputies, FBI agents and Bay
Village police Thursday afternoon combed the area where
the body was found in a search for clues, Etzwiler said.
A neighbor told police that Amy had received a telephone
call at her home just before her disappearance from a man
claiming to be a friend of her mother, Margaret Mihaljevic.
The neighbor said the man told Amy her mother had
received a job promotion and invited the girl on a secret
D See Missing Girl, page 4.

Student loan defaults decrease
by Pat Ordovensky
USA Today-CIN

Defaults on college student loans declined sharply since 1986, though they
were up slightly last year, according to
a report released Monday.
In the 48 states for which numbers
are available (all but Nevada and
Vermont), 4.2 percent of students
owing on loans defaulted during 1989.
Thars down from 5.8 percent in 1986,
but up from 3.8 percent in 1988.

I

Lowest 1989 default rates: Delaware,
0.5 percent; New Jersey, 1.4 percent.
Highest: Kansas, 17.8 percent; West
Virginia, 13.9 percent.
"Many states are becoming more
aggressive in educating students that
these are loans that have to be repaid,
not grants," said Joe Clayton, spokesman for The Education Assistance
Managers, a coalition of state student
aid directors that conducted the survey.
In some states, the three-year improvement is dramatic.

In Florida, 9.7 percent defaulted in
1986, compared to 2.6 percent last year.
Missouri is down to 5.2 percent from
10.1 percent; Idaho down to 3.1 percent
from 8.5 percent; Alabama down to 6.4
from 11.87
In Colorado, March is SLAM month
(Student Loan Awareness Month), "a
statewide effort to make students and
their parents understand the loans and
the repayment process," said Bob
Fomer, head of the Colorado Student
Loan Program.
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Education can
defeat racism
KJ ne small step for man, one giant step for
mankind.
Our culture can be very cruel. Humans, more
frequently than not, talk before thinking. They take
little to no consideration for others' feelings. It
would be an over generalization to say everyone
acts this way, but far too many do.
As a society we need to improve our sensitivity
toward those who are not like us. Some people can
do this on their own, while others need to be subjected to issues head on before realizing what they
have said or done is wrong or hurtful — today the
University is one step closer to helping increase the
sensitivity of students.
Thursday the Undergraduate Council joined Undergraduate Student Government and Graduate
Student Senate in approving a cultural diversity
requirement for incoming students. This says a lot.
These organizations realize there is a missing link
here ana a class educating others toward understanding might be exactly what this campus needs.
Bowling Green attracts students from many
different cultures and socio-economic backgrounds
— this is one of the things which makes the University a unique learning environment. However, on
the same note many people who come here have
never encountered people with different features or
lifestyles.
This makes it difficult for everyone involved. No
one can really be blamed for reacting strangely to
something they have never experienced. But, the
answer is obvious — education. Hopefully the cultural diversity requirement will be implemented
expeditiously.
We have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
The requirement will not increase the number of
hours required to graduate. It will merely add another general requirement where students will
have a variety of courses to choose from — with the
attempt that everyone can find something which interests them.
This will expose students to new ideas and hopefully remove some of the walls which divide the
many cultures which exist. If even a little more
sensitivity is reached through these classes everyone will benefit.
We are in an atmosphere of higher education
where learning is the focal point, but we often neglect to realize how much can be learned from one
another — and a course in cultural diversity could
improve the harmony on campus.
There are only three obstacles remaining: we
urge Faculty Senate, University President Paul
Olscamp and the Board of Trustees to approve this
addition to the curriculum.
It is such a small step to take, but one which is
necessary to prompt individual attitudes toward
change.
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Life is a comic book hell
After leaving my hometown
and coming to the university, it
seems to me sometimes that I've traded one comic book life for
another.
Lost in the vibrant colors splashed across pages of cheap
newsprint, a great god-like Stan
Lee draws my life at his whimsy.
"Oh, let's do this to the poor
sucker," he chuckles to himself
and sketches out yet another exciting episode for me to wade
through...
His name was Fred. He waddled down the street humming to
himself.
"Let's see," he mumbled.
"It's the last house on the street.
It's upstairs. Ah, I guess this is
the place."
He climbed the steps, loaded
down with all his worldly possessions in one backpack.
He was my roommate's
houseguest for a week. And it
was the week that became a
month!
"I just need a place to stay for
a few more days, until I find a
plaCJ of my own," he said.
But the great Stan Lee in the
sky seemed to think this scenario was just too tame!
"No, no. There needs to be a
little twist to this," Lee said.
So, he went back and reconfigured the opening scene.
He waddled down the street
hurnming to himself, his skirt
blowing in the wind. He reached

Flyers are for benefit
and to get attention
To the Editor:
I, being a majority member of
BGSU, would like to address all
of those who in the last few
months have declared that there
is no racism present at Bowling
Green State University. Hopefully by now even you have realized that racism is alive on this
campus. Specifically, I'm referring to the recent During of
Patrick Yarman's door on third
floor Mooney and of the tear
of (minority issue) flyers |
on the floor's bulletin
These acts of violence are evidence of outright RACISM!
Furthermore, Phil Barone —
you contradicted yourself in
four statement to the BG News
quote, "We're not prejudiced,
we're lust tired of it. It's getting
pushed on us from all sides and
the more I see it, the harder I get
towards it." Phil, by condoning
these acts of discrimination

the house and set down his bag
containing all his possessions.
"Dave," I said, "he is wearing
a dress?'
"But he'll only be staying here
for a week."
"Does this house have a sign
saying 'Welcome TransvestitesT'

Market Square
Hero
by
Dennis
Robaugh
columnist
"He is not a transvestite. He is
a transsexual. Someday he will
be a woman." Dave said. "And
yes we do have such a sign.
Right there."
He pointed at the side of the
kitchen cabinets. I cleared away
a five-foot high pile of garbage
and read a sign scrawled in blue
ink.
"Welcome to the Bowling
Green home for wayward transsexuals. Please check your

-YOU ARE PREJUDICED along with the other fourteen
students who signed a petition
stating they were just "sick and
tired' of seeing black, homosexual and other minority issues
constantly displayed on the bulletin boards. Don't you realize
that if you and others were not
so prejudiced that these "minority issue" bulletins would not
need to be posted to get you attention. The irony is these flyers
were posted for your benefit in
order to enlighten you to become
more aware of the diverse society in which you live. Yet, you
choose to ignore its true meaning and become defensive. A
common reaction by those who
refuse to open up their eyes to
reality. Phil, I urge you to take
my advice and try to open up
your mind to these "black, homosexual and other minority issues" and with any luck, you
may learn something.
John Leibold along with
30 other concerned students
and faculty
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"Hi," he said. "Call me
Chrissy."
Now was the time when Stan
Lee should have let me leave the
scene to go disguise myself as
the Crying Jester and solve
some inexplicably evil crime
committed by some dastardly
evil villain in red tights with
white face-paint and green hair.
Or at least pal around with
Fatman and drink beer.
But alas, I was trapped in this
story sequence.
When I awoke the next morning for work, I stumbled out into
the living room where he slept.
Two-hundred-and-fifty pounds
of man in a silk black negligee.
It made my brain hurt.
"It's Just for a week," I said to
myself as I stepped over the
three-inch thick carpet of mold
in the shower.
Later that day ... Fred was
talking on the telephone. "Well,
your apartment sounds very
nice. I have the money for the
deposit, but I must tell you I am
a pre-operative transsexual and,
although I'm still a man, I'm livingfull-time as a woman..."
Click.
"Hello... hello ... Damn. Sure
I've got a penis, but I don't use it

Comedy performance
spoiled the show
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
level display at "UAO's Campus
Comedy'' on Feb.6.
We are certain that no names
need be mentioned as their performances will forever disgust
us. We are specifically directing
this letter to the two cheap bimbos who had the nerve to degrade the female population.
The more graphic of the two was
appropriately dressed as she
could have used her black combat boots to wade through the utter slime oozing from her
mouth. We can certainly understand how they will be perfect
roommates — they truly deserve each other.
We are suggesting that in the
future, UAC) more carefully
screen potential candidates. We
understand that with any
system,people will find a way to
beat it. But, there is an easy solution: kick them right off the

for anything. Can't they realize
that?''
Fred sat down and opened up
his box full of CDs. I guess he
needed to soothe his soul with
some music. He placed it in the
CD player.
AND HE LISTENED TO
THEME SONGS FROM TELEVISION SHOWS. Twenty-three
of your favorite television theme
songs echoed throughout the
apartment. It made my brain
hurt. Damn you, Stan Lee, damn
you! Heft.
Zack, my other comical
roommate, came home stoned
out of his gourd. It seemed to be
the only way he could deal with
Fred/Chrissy.
"You're screwed up," Fred
said to Zack.
"I'm screwed up!" screamed
Zack. "You're in a dress! Now
who's telling who who's
screwed?"
Finally, Zack couldn't take it
any more. After a month, he
killed Fred and we buried him in
the mold which had by now overtaken our entire shower.
Now all we have to do is get rid
of his dresses. I think we'll have
a yard sale.
Robaugh is a columnist for
The News.

stage and embarrass them in
front of their colleagues. We find
it difficult to comprehend that
they were not embarrassed by
their behavior, as we, the audience, were extremely uncomfortable.
Overall, we were quite impressed by the program, but it is
certainly a shame that it had to
be spoiled by a rotten few. Hopefully such problems can be
avoided in the future.
An appalled audience
from first floor Rodgen

Respond
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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pearls at the door."
There he stood. Five-and-ahalf feet of man in a dress. His
long stringy hair hung down
around his pudgy face and two
beady little eyes stared out from
behind grimy glasses.
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Council supports bill
A cultural diversity class may be required for freshmen
by Matt Mighell
staff writer

The Undergraduate Council
voted Wednesday in overwhelming support of a bill requiring
freshmen entering the University in 1991 to take courses in cultural diversity.
The council was the third stop
for the cultural diversity bill
after it was approved by wide
margins through Undergraduate Student Government and
Graduate Student Senate during
the school year.
The bill suggests expanding
the University's core curriculum to include a section of culturally diverse courses, said
Ernest Champion, associate
professor and coordinator of cultural diversity and ethnic studies.

Under the bill, the number of
credits needed for graduation
will not increase, and students
will be required to take only one
course, although they may take
more, Champion said.
Undergraduate Council voted
24 in favor, one opposed and
three abstaining after a short
discussion over faculty concerns
about the bill, including possible
insufficient classroom seating.
Champion said provisions
were made to guarantee enough
seating by asking faculty to increase minimum enrollment in
their classes, therefore increasing the likelihood of more open
classroom space with courses
which are not filled.
The council expressed the
University-wide importance of
such legislation.
JoAnne Martin-Reynolds,
representative from the de-

partment of education curriculum and instruction, said the
students will follow the lead of
the University in this Issue.
Through the approval, "we
(the Undergraduate Council)
are sending a message to the
students that cultural diversity
is an important
part of the University,'1 she said.
Trevor Phillips, representative from the Council of Chairs,
said approving the bill is the
"morally right thing to do,
whether it is successful or not."
"I would prefer to try it and
have it fail than not even to have
tried it." he said.
The bill will be scheduled to
appear before Faculty Senate
for consideration, the Board of
Trustees and finally to University President Paul Olscamp, before being added to the curriculum.

BG sorority housing unique
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

BG News/Mark Deckard

Hanging by a Thread
ROTC Cadet Battalion Commander Tony Colletti demonstrates
rappelling during a ROTC lab Thursday afternoon in Memorial Hall.
The combat gear Colletti wears weighs about 80 pounds.

Blotter—

John L. Sexton, of Weston,
0., was arrested for disorderly
conduct Tuesday at Uptown, 162
N. Main St., police said.
D Police broke up a fight between two 16-year-olds fighting
about a girl on the 200 block of
South Grove Street Tuesday.

A Bach Stradivarius trumB!t was reported stolen from the
Dwling Green High School
Monday.
About $200 worth of clothes
were stolen from a clothes dryer
on the 500 block of East Merry
Avenue Monday.

Along with being the only
black sorority residing in campus housing, the University's
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta is
the only of its Ohio chapters to
have its own house on a university campus.
Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta
Phi Beta are the only two black
sororities on campus.
Founded nationally in 1913 and
established on campus in 1965,
members of Delta Sigma Theta
currently reside in a house located at 129 S. Prospect St.
"Our house can occupy seven
of the nine members of our sorority and functions just like all
the other houses and dormitories on campus," said
Stacey Rollison, president of Delta Sigma Theta.
The house was donated to the
University and had a number of

WE WILL PAY YOU 12% INTEREST
ON YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT
When you make your apartment deposit at

previous uses before the sorority
moved in during the early 1970s,
according to Director of Greek
Life Wayne Colvin.
One reason for the sorority being the only one of its Ohio chapters to have its own house at the
University involves housing policies at other Ohio schools.

"We will never have
a large number of
black sorority
members on a
predominately
white campus."
-Tina Hadden, Zeta
Phi Beta President
"Most other universities don't
provide housing that we provide
tor Greeks or other groups,"
Colvin said.

He said the University of
Toledo is now in the process of
building some fraternity and
sorority houses. At Miami University, the sororities do not
have nouses, but live in individual suites while the fraternities
live off- campus, Colvin added.
The low membership of the
sorority can be attributed to the
fact that not enough of the girls
have appropriate grades at the
time the sorority chooses to
have pledge programs, Rollison
said.
However, low membership
does not seem to be a problem,
according to Rollison.
"Quantity doesn't matter —
we're looking for quality," she
said.
The sorority takes part in a
number of campus and community events, including The Jabberwock, a talent and fashion
show, featuring a variety of enG See Sororities, page 4.
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Fact Line
to set up
system
by Emily Schroedcr
staff writer
Hoping to better serve
the many callers with so
many questions, Fact line
operators are anticipating
the installation of a new
computer system which
will allow for better organization of information.
Operators will begin
storing information in a
new computer as early as
next week, but the computer will not become integrated into Fact Line services until next fall, according to Gardner
McLean, associate director of public relations.
The cost of the computer
took a large chunk out of
their budget, McLean said,
but increase in ease and
speed of obtaining information will be worth the
price.
In order for operators to
find information pertaining to callers' questions,
they currently search
through stacks of notebooks and file cards. The
new computer system will
eliminate this searching
and produce information
on the computer screen in
a matter of seconds, he
said.
"It will be more efficient
and we'll be able to handle
more calls per hour," said
Stephanie Wellman, student coordinator for Fact
line.
Applications for Fact
Line operators will be available on a first come,
first served basis at the Office of Student Employment beginning Feb. 14 at
10 a.m.

It's a New Decade

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
During February 1990, we will pay you 12% annual interest
on that money until your move-in date in August. We will
pay you in the form of a credit on your first months rent.
Come out and see us Now
and
get your deposit down.

•SUBIURV

352-9135

JDELIVE

Rental Office 400 East Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon - Fri 9 - 5 Sat. 10 - 3

118 S. Enterprise
354-LATE

For
Valentine's Day
CARDS & GIFTS
Shop the
University Bookstore
Student Services Building
AA-F 8-5:00 Sat 9-5:00

S. Main
354-2608

Woodland Mall
353-0204

offers their

90s

99*
Special

Purchase a 12" sub from Subway, keep the
receipt, and you can receive the 2nd video
from Late Nite for only 99', walk in or
delivery. Or, rent a video from Late Nite,
keep the receipt, and you can receive a 6"
sub for only *99* walk in or delivery. Offer
Good Sunday - Thursday.
* Must bo of equal or less value. Limit 1 per customer.
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USG anticipates Fraternity helps the elderly
record turnout
Meals-on-Wheels program
continued by Sigma Chis

by Matt Mlghell
staff writer

by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

Preparing for the Undergraduate Student Government elections
in March, USG Vice President Colleen McGinty anticipates a record
voter turnout.
"The office positions are open to any interested student," said
, McGinty, also chairwoman of elections and opinions board. "You
don't have to be a political science major to run for office."
USG President Kevin Coughlin said students having an interest in
running for a student government position and working for a better
University should "acfonitnow."
Students having strong convictions about the future of Bowling
Green and an interest in the student body are prime candidates for
an office, Coughlin said.
"I've never neard of a student government which is so wrapped up
and so active in policymaking at its university," he said.
Coughlin refused to comment on whether he will run for a second
term.
Student government positions for the 1990-91 school year include
8residential, vice presidential and 12 at-large senatorial openings,
IcGinty said.

Helping the elderly members
of the community who cannot
help themselves, the Sigma Chi
fraternity has continued to roll
the Meals-on-Wheels program
every Thursday for the past five
years.
The Sigma Chis deliver lunches prepared at the Wood
County Senior Citizens Center to
elderly members of the community who are not able to feed
themselves.
The center serves members of
the community who are more
than 60 years old with such services as home-delivered meals,
transportation, health and physical fitness, and social and recreational activities.
It functions through the support of the Wood County Committee on Aging, a non-profit
corporation.
Members of Sigma Chi follow
three routes throughout the
community and presently deliver 31 meals. This number
changes as more requests for
meal delivering are phoned in to
the center, said Grace Nash, activities director for the center.
"Our whole house is involved
in this project," said Matt Kir-

To run for an office in the March 13 and 14 elections, students must
complete a signed petition, available in 405 Student Services, and
. due back by 5 p.m. Feb. 15.
Senate candidate petitions require 50 signatures and the president
and vice president candidate positions require 100 signatures,
McGinty said.
"The signatures must be from registered, undergraduate students
at Bowling Green," she added.

INTERESTED IN LEADING
AEROBICS

AT THE STUDENT REC CENTER?

babas, Meals-on-Wheels chairman for the Sigma Chis. "If the
guys are not out there delivering
themselves, then they are donating their cars and gas money to
the cause."
Not only do the men deliver
meals, but they also will report
on the conditions of the people
they deliver to, Nash said.
"If the people are not looking
well or if something is wrong,
then the guys will report back to
us and we can send a social
worker to the house," Nash said.
Jason Diwik, Sigma Chi sophomore and accounting major,
said he benefits from the program and believes he is performing a necessary service to
the community.
"I benefit by the satisfaction I
get from talking to the elderly
people," Diwik said. "A lot of
the people are lonely."
Nash said many of the elderly
people enjoy the Sigma Chis'
visits.
"The seniors really enjoy the
young people," Nash said.
"Some days, this is the only contact the older people have with
human beings.

Sororities

DATES TO REMEMBER:
Feb. 12 -16:

A*

Aerobic Leader Applications
Available

Feb. 19-23:

Interviews/ Fitness Test

Feb. 24:

9:00 - 11.00 am Mandatory
Information Meeting about
tryouts

Feb. 26 - Mar.2:

Practice time for tryouts

Mar. 3 - 4:

Aerobic Leader
Tryouts

A*

A*

A*

BG News/Mark Deckard
Sigma Chi fraternity member Matt Kirbabas delivers a lunch to an
elderly person as part of the Meals-OnWheels program run by the
Wood County Senior Citizen's Center. Kirbabas spends about two
hours each week delivering for the program.

Gillmor
D Continued from page 1.
Death squads from within the
military have regularly murdered their opponents in El Salvador, Anderson said. While
these squads are officially denounced by the government,
they are a long-standing part of
the political process there.

K

A*

A*

Gillmor said it is the United
States' responsibility to help end
the turmoil in the Central American country.
A*

A*

A*

A*

ALPHA PHI SHOOT - OUT

"We have to find a way to root
out violence and human rights
abuses in that war torn country," Gillmor said. "This is true
whether the bloodshed comes
from bad elements in the Salvadoran military, or from the
Marxist terrorists fighting
Christiani's elected government."
The congressman said he
favors the present forms of humanitarian and military aid to
El Salvador, but not an increase
in this funding.

□ Continued from page 3.
tertainment, typically is a tradition of Delta Sigma Theta.
"We are known for the show
and it has taken place ever since
we've been a chapter here," she
said.
Other activities in which the
Delta Sigma Thetas have taken
part include the blood mobile,
food and clothing drives and
visiting senior citizen homes.
The sorority presently is participating in a program through
the Big Brothers-Big Sisters organization in Toledo. Through
the program, a sorority member
sponsors four or five children,
cultural events are attended and
reading skills are taught to children who lack the skills.
The Zeta Phi Beta sorority
was founded nationally in 1920
and was established nationally
in 1974.
The national chapter tries to
get the 10-member campus sor-

8 Campus
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Pollyeyes "A Gathering Place"
352-963
44Q E Court

Breakfast At Pollyeyes!
Starting Feb. 12th from 6 - 10:30 a.m. - Daily
Special Buffet on Sat. and Sun. mornings
Our menu features: muffins, doughnuts,
Danish pastry, croissants, quiche,
and strudel (all baked fresh daily.)
Also featuring: Bran cereals, Yoplait
yogurt, fruit, just-squeezed juices,
and much, much, more!
i//<i • N.K llOS

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH 2:30 - 5:30 P.M.
COME JOIN THE FUN IN EPPLER SOUTH GYM
PROCEEDS GO TO THE HEART FOUNDATION

II
A*

A*

A*

A*

■A*

A*

The Power of Flowers.
Come Out And See
I teOur In-House Specials

m

A*

A*

A*

• Rockledge Manor

• Thurstin Manor

•Campus Manor

451 Thurstin Ave.

505 Clouoh St.

840/850 Sixth St.

• 602 Second St

• 825 Third St.

• 701 Fourth St.

• 605 Second St.

• 245 N. Prospect

•615 Second St

C 755.777 Manville

• 818 Seventh St.

• 313-317 N. Main St.

CALL US TODAY
A*

352-9302

M-F 8-5
Sat. 10-1 p.m.

nd xfkfivers
WIPM1ER-HEART

505 dough B-15

ority to recruit more members,
said Tina Hadden, president of
Zeta Phi Beta.
"We will never have a large
number of black sorority members on a predominately white
campus," Hadden said.
Grade point average requirements also deter the increase of
membership for the sorority,
Hadden said.
"We stress quality rather than
quantity," she said. "As long as
we have workers, then we don't
worry about the quantity."
The sorority participates in a
number of projects and community services through the sponsorship of the national chapter.
Project Zeta, a program to
help deter kids from drugs and
alcohol, is a program the sorority is currently working on.
Money has been donated to the
victims of the recent hurricane
and earthquake which was responsible for taking the lives of
two of the founding members of
the sorority.
The sorority also participates
in a national housing project to
aid women and children whose
husbands and fathers were in
the Vietnam War and are classified as missing in action.

Missing Girl
a Continued from page 1.
shopping trip to get Mrs. Mihaljevic a present. Mrs. Mihaljevic has said she was not promoted.
Bay Village police said Amy
met friends at the Bay Square
Shopping Center after school
Oct. 27 and then left.
Amy was last seen wearing
green sweat pants, a lavender
and green sweatshirt, and black
boots with silver studs.
The FBI said a pair of sweat
pants Amy's size had been found
during an early search near Bay
Village.
Initial searches on foot focused on wooded, outlying
areas. Since then, police have
chased about 4.800 leads and tips
from across the country, said
Bay Village Police Chief William E. Gar eau.
Amy's picture and description
appeared on billboards and on
posters and fliers distributed nationwide.
In addition, her mother appeared on various crime-stopper
television programs in an effort
to find clues on her daughter's
whereabouts.

Roses Say Romance.
We're The Heart
Specialist

SPECIAL VALENTINE'S DAY HOURS: TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13 & 14 - 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

Roses Sold Singly - 112 Dozen or Dozen Boxed or Arranged
Cards - Plush Animals - Balloons & Other Gifts
PLEASE ORDER EARLY

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM mm
i

906 Napoleon Rd., End of South College

HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 8 to 5 - Sat. 8 to 4 • Closed Sun.

Ph. 353-8381
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Soviets, U.S. make treaty progress

Good fortune can be sickening

CBS suspends Rooney for remarks

MOSCOW JAP) — The United States and the Soviet Union made
headway Thursday toward new arms control agreements, officials
on both sides said. The Soviets said there also was talk of a joint condemnation of Israel's resettlement of Jewish immigrants on the
West Bank.
"It is quite possible that as a result of the Soviet-American talks a
common viewpoint will be expressed on this issue, condemning Israel's attempt to resettle immigrants on someone else's occupied
territory," Gennady I. Gerasimov, the Soviet Foreign Ministry
spokesman, said.
A half-dozen senior U.S. officials made no mention of the Jewish
settlers in a separate briefing summing up more than seven hours of
talks between Secretary of State James A. Baker III and Soviet Foreign MinisterEduard A. Shevardnadze.

NEW YORK (AP) — Getting a promotion or finding a sweetheart
may make you happy now, but it could make you feel sick later on, a
researcher says.
The problem may be that sudden good fortune can be stressful for
people with low self-esteem, researcher Jonathon Brown said.
"If you think of yourself as basically a loser, and all of a sudden
you're accepted in the best sorority in town, and you're doing really
well in school... you're forced to rethink some key aspects of who
you are," he said.
Support for the idea comes from two studies conducted by Brown,
an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Washington, and Kevin McGill of Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
Their work appears in the December issue of the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology.
One study included 261 students in grades 7 to 11 at a girls' school
in the Los Angeles area, and the other focused on 107 students at
Southern Methodist. Researchers measured the students' selfesteem and asked them which "major life events" from a list had
occurred to them over the previous 12 months.

NEW YORK (AP) — CBS News suspended Andy Rooney for three
months without pay today after confronting the TV humorist about
racial remarks attributed to him by a gay magazine.
CBS News president David Burke, who took the action after a
meeting with Rooney, declined to comment on his reasons but said in
a statement he made it clear to Rooney that CBS News "cannot
tolerate such remarks or anything that approximates such comments."
Rooney, who earlier drew criticism from homosexual and lesbian
groups for remarks he made in a December TV special, "A Year
With Andy Rooney: 1989," denied making the racial comments, contained in an article in The Advocate.
The Los Angeles-based magazine quoted Rooney as saying that
"most people are born with equal intelligence, but blacks have
watered down their genes because the less intelligent ones are the
ones that have the most children."
"They drop out of school early, do drugs and get pregnant,"
Rooney was quoted as saying.
"I wouldn't be surprised u I got fired," Rooney had told the New
YorkDaily News on Wednesday night. But he denied making the remarks attributed to him in what he says was a conversation with the
article's author, Chris Bull.

The U.S. officials, speaking only on condition of anonymity, said
Baker and Shevardnadze made progress toward treaties to curb
long-range nuclear weapons, ground troops, tanks and combat aircraft in Europe, and to ban production of chemical weapons.

STATE / LOCAL

Ali generates youth 'disturbance'

Treatment ordered for attacker

Toledo Edison plans lower rates

WASHINGTON (AP) — The man who punched Sen. John Glenn during a television interview last fall was found innocent by reason of
insanity and ordered Thursday to undergo treatment for "severe
mental illness."
U.S. Magistrate Deborah Robinson ordered Michael Breen, 31, of
Washington, to remain in an in-patient psychiatric hospital until he
can prove in court that he poses no risk to others.
In October, Breen encountered the Ohio senator at an outdoor television interview, lunged at him from the side and landed a solid
right to the jaw. Aside from redness and a few days of soreness,
Glenn, a 68-year-old ex-Marine, was unharmed.
According to the criminal complaint filed against him, Breen told
police he was trying to get the attention of Pope John Paul II and
prevent a nuclear war.
A day earlier, Breen had been detained by U.S. Capitol Police and
the Secret Service after breaking through a police line and trying to
reach out to Vice President Dan Quayle's motorcade.

TOLEDO (AP) — Toledo Edison Co. has introduced a pilot conservation program that could reduce customers' electric bills and hold
down future energy costs, company officials said Thursday.
But the local director of a consumer group said Toledo Edison's
program is a public relations ploy to divert attention from the fact
that the company has the highest electric rates in state.
The program is targeting 5,000 senior citizens and low-income customers, but could be expanded, said Donald Saunders, the company's vice president of administration and government affairs.
"This is a very major step for our customers and for us. The more
efficiently we can manage the growing demand for electricity and
the longer we can delay new construction, the lower our rates will
be," Saunders said at a news conference at an east Toledo senior citizens centerUnder the program, 1,600 of the 5,000 participants will receive discounts on energy saving state-of-the-art fluorescent light bulbs.
About 750 senior citizens will receive three bulbs free. These bulbs
use about one quarter of the electricity a standard incandescent bulb
uses, but put out about the same amount of light and last 14 times
longer.
All 5,000 customers who participate in the program will get free
water-heater wraps. They also will receive other energy saving
dividends free, including a home energy audit, shower-flow restrictors and wall-outlet insulators.

Breen also "had sought President Bush at the Federal Emergency
Management Agency a week earlier, Assistant U.S. Attorney Craig
Iscoe told the court.
Breen was responding to instructions he received in dreams, the
attorney said.
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Omowale Afrikan Drummers,
Dancers, Acrobats, and Stiltwalkers
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Music Building
Feb. 12, 1990
8:00 pm
In celebration of Black History Month, the Omowale
Cultural Society will return to Bowling Green State
University. This performance will consist of Afrikan
Drummers, Dancers, Acrobats, and Stiltwalkers. The
event is free and open to all in the hopes of sharing
traditional Afrikan culture with the Bowling Green
community. A dessert reception will immediately
follow the performance.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Peggy Say, sister of Terry Anderson, the longest-held Western hostage in Lebanon, is launching a "journey of
peace, reconciliation and hope" to Europe and the Middle East in
efforts to free her brother.
"In Terry's last videotape in October 1988, he asked that the
United States use its influence in a positive, not a negative way. I intend to make that same appeal to all of those who may have influence in this hostage situation," she said.
Say will meet Friday with U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez
de Cuellar to begin her mission.
Anderson, a Lorain, O., native, was chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press when he was seized March 16,1981
Seventeen other Western hostages — seven Americans, four Britons, two West Germans, two Swiss, an Italian and an Irishman —
are being held in Lebanon.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
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Sister appeals for hostage's freedom

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Sbo ? 5

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

I

This event will be in the foyer of the education Building
from 10 om - 4 pm Monday. February 12 UUednesday. February 14.
Balloons and carnations at the
best prices on campus. Make your
Valentines Day Greatl Come visit a\^jnK&J Salel

Officers responding to a report of a street disturbance found Ali
surrounded by a crowd, police said Wednesday. "They found it was
just a group of juveniles talking to a celebrity," Capt. Eugene Kyle
said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

5

Buy your Sweetheart a carnation
or a balloon bouquet from

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) — Former heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali was on his way home from a visit with a teen-ager suffering from cancer when he found himself in the middle of a disturbance. At least that's what police thought.
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Black 8c White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGroohics
211 Watt Hall
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HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WON'T
HAVE TO STUDY FORA $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1 234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.

Instant credit approval is subject to the
conditions stated in the credit agreement,
credibility and sufficient income.

This event is sponsored by Offenhauer in
cooperation with University Programmers
and Minority Affairs.
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BG hosts unlucky Broncos
Close losses, MAC parity put Western Michigan in spoiler role
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

Wednesday night's MidAmerican Conference results
sent a convincing message to
players arid fans of women's
basketball — never put a 'W in
your column until the clock
reads 0:00.
Bowling
Green strolled
into Millett
Hall and dealt
Miami its first
MAC loss in 10
games. And
Central Michigan, 5-4 entering its contest
at Western
Michigan, took He«i
a giant step backwards when the
previously 2-7 Broncos turned
them back to keep their slim
tournament hopes alive.
But none of this comes as a big
surprise to the coaches, most of

whom knew 1990 would not be a
year of sure things.
In the pre-season conference
press guide, it's difficult to find
a coach who didn't make a
comment about 'almost every
team being in the race.'
Their premonitions were correct.
Just over halfway through the
conference season, the top four
teams are within three games of
each other and the standings are
bunched up the rest of the way.
Saturday in Anderson Arena,
the third-place Falcons host the
seventh-place Broncos.
But don't be fooled by WMU's
record (3-7, 7-12 overall) or by
its lower position in the standings. The Broncos may be the
best seventh-place team anywhere.
Three of its MAC contests
have been decided by two points
or less and one of those was to
BG, 76-74.
"We've improved since then
(the last BG game)," Bronco

Support your

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

favorite
FALCON TEAM!

GREENBRIAR INC.
Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
Across From Carter Park
2 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Airconditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.
224 E. WOOSTER ST. oc^, __ . _ Hrs. M-F 9-5

352-0717

SAT

9-1

head coach Jim Hess said. "A
lot of our games have been
close, including some at the buzzer. We've been in almost every
game we've played."
When the Falcons were in Kalamazoo in mid-January,
Western took them right down to
the final two seconds. Angie
Bonner sank two free-throws
with two ticks left to ice the
game.
Maybe a few more of those
free throws could have helped
both BG and Western somewhere along the way.
The Falcons rank last in the
conference in free-throw percentage and the Broncos are just
aheadof that.
BG knows despite WMU's losing record, it is hosting anything
but an also-ran this weekend.
"They (WMU) have a lot of
losses by the smallest of margins," Fran Voll said. "The last
time they beat us, we were roll-

ing along our merry way. and
they came in here and clipped
us. This is a most important
game."
The game Voll referred to was
two years ago when BG was 4-0
in the conference and Western
visited Anderson Arena. Ironically, the Broncos escaped with
a two point victory. It was one of
only two Falcons conference
losses that season.
This season, the Falcons will
have to worry about Kim Barrier, who currently ranks fourth
in the league in scoring, averaging 15.6 points per game. Another force for the Broncos is
Monet Morris, who is second
only to Bonner in the MAC in
field goal percentage.
"We are starting to complete
our offensive plays now," Hess
said. "We've developing some
consistency, and we just have to
take advantage of that."

Swim teams host BSU
by Steve Easlon
sports writer
The women's and men's
swimming teams will look to
conclude their dual meet season
on an upbeat note Saturday
when they take on Ball State at
Cooper Pool.
The women are are scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m. and the men at
4pjn.
The women (1-2 in MAC, 94
overall) are expecting a much
improved BSU (2-1,9-1) team as
compared to last year when they
rolled to a 165-135 victory.
When comparing the common
opponents of both teams, it appears that the Cardinals have a
slight advantage entering the
meet.
The Cardinals have defeated
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6-12 hours of
portable computing
before battery
needs recharging
that sup to 5 times
longer than most
portables

Battery power levels
can be displayed on the
screen, with low-power
warnings posted
automatically

SEND YOUR
VALENTINE A

The men's basketball team enters Saturday's 12:30 p.m.
contest against Western Michigan on the heels of back-to-back
heartbreaking losses.
The Falcons, 13-0 overall, 4-6 in the Mid-American Conference, have suffered consecutive defeats to Ball State and
Miami by a total of three points. The Cardinals and Redskins
are currently battling head-to-head for the conference title.
Wednesday night, the Falcons held a 76-67 lead with 5:30 left
in the game. The Redskins proceeded to outscore BG 14-5 the
rest of the way and sent the game into overtime with the score
knotted at 81.
In the extra period, MU's David Scott connected on a threepoint play to give the Redskins a 90-87 lead with 1:11 to play.
BG could get no closer to the final margin of two the rest of the
way. After the contest, Falcons' head coach Jim Larranaga
stated he wasn't pleased with the consistency of the officiating
throughout the contest.
His outburst relating to the subject of officiating was in violation of the league's "gag rule." This rule was created to cease
the public verbal abuse of officials by coaches.
As for MAC commissioner Jim Lessig's reaction on the incident, he had not made a comment as of late Thursday afternoon.
While the Falcons are looking to get back on their feet, the
Broncos enter tommorrow's game on a high note. WMU
defeated state-rival Central Michigan 78-77 Wednesday night.
The winning margin was provided by a Tony Warner threepoint basket at the end of overtime.
Sophomore center Jim Havrilla averages 20.5 points and 8.9
rebounds a game. Those numbers rank Rim second and third,
respectively, in those categories.
Senior guard Mark Brown averages 14.8 ppg. and has scored
at least 12 points in 43 of 57 career games.
The Falcons are led by Clinton Venable, who is averaging
17.6 ppg. The 5-11 Junior scored a career-high 31 points
Wednesday night in Oxford. Joe Moore is averaging 11.5 ppg.
and a team-high 7.8 rpg.
The first meeting between the two squads in Kalamazoo,
Mich., resulted in a 99-75 BG victory. Billy Johnson led all
scorers with a career-high 27 points.
Saturday's game willbe televised as part of the MAC TV
Game-of-the-week package.

"Heart-Shaped"
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166
Pizza
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
OPEN

Thenew
MadnloshPoitable.
An Active Matrix LCD screen
displays text and graphics as crisply
as any other Macintosh

Miami University, Wright State
and Notre Dame, while the Falcons fell to MU and WSU and
were only able to defeat the
Fighting Irish by a narrow margin.
According to Coach Brian
Gordon, BSU will be a strong
test for the Falcon divers this
weekend.
"Ball State has the best diving
in the MAC, and we will have to
be at our best to avoid having
the top three places swept by
them, he said.
The women will be looking to
repeat last week's excellent perO See Swimmers, page 7.

Falcons look to
recover against
W. Michigan

PUTUS TO THE TEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
• OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE
If you have to lake one of these tests, take Kaplan first
Our students get the highest scores. We ve proven it to over
one million students Let us prove it to you

3480 Central Ave. W
536 - 3701
The standard
Macintosh keyboard
is built in

The trackball functions
as an integrated
pointing device.

Its best features
are onesyou already know.
Introducing the new Apple•Madnlosh• Portable

Such as built-in features that give you long battery

computer, the portable that offers all the features.you'd

lite and intelligent power management. Orthosethat

expect to find in a Macintosh. Andthensome.

provide superior graphics capabilities while providing

So now you can get the same intuitive graphic
interface, and have the ability to tun virtually all current
versions of Macintosh software—all in one
easy-toony, portable package.

full-width, wide-angle viewing under almost any
lighting condition.
Stop in today to see the new Macintosh Portable—
all the convenience of portable computing, without

And special features let you take it anywhere.

having to compromise a thing.
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds signed outfielder Paul O'Neill to a two-year
contract Thursday that will pay
him a total of at least $1.55 million.
The Reds also signed backup
outfielder Ken Griffey to a oneyear contract. Terms weren't
disclosed.
The signings avert salary arbitrations scheduled for both
players.
O'Neill, 26, will receive
$625,000 in 1990 and $975,000 in
1991. He also can make bonuses
totalling $100,000 for 570 plate
appearances, as well as $10u,000
for winning Most Value Player
honors and $25,000 each for winning Gold Glove and Silver
Slugger awards.
O'Neill batted .276 last season
with 15 home runs and 74 runs
batted in, despite missing part
of the season with a thumb injury.
Still awaiting arbitration
hearings are Reds pitchers Jose
Riio and Randv Myers, catcher
Jeff Reed, and shortstop Barry
Larkin.
The Reds averted other arbitration hearings last week by
reaching agreements with outfielder Herm Winningham on a
two-year contract and with
starting pitcher Tom Browning
on a one-year, $2,125 million
deal.

Alpha Xi Delta
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Alpha Xi Delta
Amy Bruss
Susie Campbell
Jennifer Carmichael
Krysta Costanzo
Vicki Dougherty
Shani Fallaw
Robin Falvey
Chelsea Furlong
Angela Gianforti
Nicole Gramoy
Cori Halas
Terri Hohler

Featuredhere.
For further information
call 372-7724 or stop by
Hayes Hall Computer Services Lab

Alpha Xi Delta

Briefly

Julie Kahlenberg
Terri Ray
Holly Remark
Lauri Richards
Lisa Roman
Jodi Schaeffer
Sondra Schmidt
Stacey Sharp
Laurie Staas
Valerie Szostak
Lisa Walters
Melissa Worner

Most Outstanding
Pledge:
Jennifer Taday

Welcomes New Initiates
Alpha XI Delta

Alpha XI Delta

Alpha XI Delta

Alpha Xi Delta

Alpha Xl Delta
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Falcons travel to Ferris State

CCHA, MAC STANDINGS

WHO: Bowling Green Falcons vs. Ferris State University.
WHEN: Friday and Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Ewigleben Ice Arena (2,573) on the FSU campus.
RADIO: Bowling Green radio stations WFOB (1430 AM) and
WBGU (88.1 FM) will cover both games live.
RECORDS: The Falcons enter weekend play with a 19-12-1
overall record and a 17-10-1 Central Collegiate Hockey Association mark. BG has won 15 of its last 21 contests, and is 6-3-1 in
its last 10 road contests. The Falcons' 35 CCHA points puts
them third in the league, and with fourth place Michigan (32
points) playing out of conference, the Falcons can give themselves some breathing room. The Bulldogs are seventh in the
CCHA (15 points) with a 9-18-5 overall and 5-18-5 league ledger.
COACHES: BG head coach Jerry York earned his 400th career victory last weekend to become only the ninth coach in the
history of college hockey to do so. He has an overall record of
400-248-23. FSlTs John Perpich, in his fourth year at the Bulldog helm, has a 52-87-16 record at FSU and an overall 82-111-20
mark.
SERIES: The Falcons hold a commanding 30-12-3 edge in the
season series which dates back to the 1978-79 season. Though
BG has an 11-6-1 record at FSU, the Bulldogs defeated the Falcons twice there last season.
LAST SERIES: The third period spelled defeat for the Bulldogs the last time the two met at BG Ice Arena, where BG
swept 6-2 and 7-2. BG tallied three third-period goals in Friday's game and five final-stanza red-lighters Saturday.
THE FALCONS
Offense: Senior Nelson Emerson, BG's new all-time career
leader in points, enters the weekend fourth in the CCHA in scoring (20 goals, 40 assists, 60 points). Sophomore Peter Holmes

CCHA
TEAM (overall)
Michigan Slate (26-4-2)
Lake Superior (23*3)
Bowling Green! IS-1Z-1)
Michigan (18-10-4)
Western State (13-18-1)
Ohio State (9-18-5)
Miami 110-18-4)
Ferris State (9-18-5)
9. Illinois-Chicago (9-23-0)

W
22
19
17
14
11
9
6
5
6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L
2
5
11
10
14
13
17
18
20

T
2
2
1
4
1
4
3
5
0

PTS
46
40
35
32
23
22
15
15
12

TODAY AND SATURDAY
Bowling Green
Ohio State
Michigan State
Western Michigan
Alaska-Anchorage

at
at
at
at
at

Ferris State
Lake Superior
Miami
Illinois-Chicago
Michigan

MAC MEN'S BASKETBALL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9.

TEAM (overall)
Ball State (18-5)
Miami (10-10)
Kent State (154)
Toledo (9-11)
Bowling Green (13-8)
Ohio (11-10)
Central Michigan (9-12)
Eastern Michigan (13-10)
Western Michigan (8-12)

W
8

L
2

3

7

BG plays at number four Notre Dame

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Western Michigan
Ohio University
Kent State
Miami

Bowling Green
CentralMichigan
Toledo
Eastern Michigan

at
at
at
at
MAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

TEAM (overall)
Miami (16-4)
Toledo (16-4)
Bowling Green (14-«)
Ball State (13-7)
Central Michigan (12-9)
Eastern Michigan (7-14)
Ohio University (8-11)
Western Michigan (7-12)
Kent State (2-18)

W
9
7
7
6
5
4
3
3
0

L
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
7
9

at
at
at
at

tic upset.

by Jamie Joss

sports writer

When most people hear about
Notre Dame sports, they think of
football —but many may soon
discover they have a dominant
tennis program, too.
The men's team will have a
David-and-Goliath matchup
when they take on No. 4 ranked
Fighting Irish Saturday in South
Bend, Did., This match up will
be BG's "National Championship" as it hopes to perform its
best and come out with a gigan-

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Kent State
Ohio University
Western Michigan
Miami

While some people may wonder why the Falcons are playing
such stiff competition, Coach
Gene Orlando believes the
match will make the team better. "If our program is to improve we will have to play top
notch schedules and this year's
schedule is evidence of this," he
said.
After the men play the Irish,
they face two teams of the same
talent level — Southern Illinois
and Valpariaso. Orlando said
they will play one of the teams
after the ND matches and then

play the other on Sunday.
Senior co-captain John Green,
The line-ups will remain the who is the No. 1 singles player
same as in the match against on said he is looking forward to
Jan. 13 against Purdue. The playing ND because they are a
Falcons won't have Andy Stron- powerhouse.
ach, who violated a team rule in
"Notre Dame will be really
missing this past weekend's 1st tough, I have to play Dave DtAnnual BGSU Pro-Am Invita- Lucia, who recently defeated the
tional.
No. 1 ranked player in the
"The loss will hurt us, but the Midwest Regions."
men will just have to play within
DeLucia, who was ranked 44th
themselves and play their in the Mid-West Region, also
game," Orlando saia.
defeated 12th ranked playej
Doug Dickinson will be inser- Joby Foley of West Virginia <
ted to the starting line-up and tier this season. The new ra
will team up with Steve Mudre ings will come out in Febr
at the third doubles position.
C See Tennis, page 8.

NORTHWEST OHIO'S LARGEST
TOYOTA DEALER

Falcon Hockey on 88.1 FM WBGU
The Falcons face Ferris State
in a CCHA Series this weekend

Toledo
Central Michigan
Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan

Swimmers
Q Continued from page 6.
formance against Michigan
State, a 125-118 upset, in which
they surged to an early lead and
never fell behind the rest of the
meet.
"If we can open up an early
lead and we can hold it through
the diving events, then we have
a good chance to win," he said.
"We need to repeat our performance of last week, which
was our best performance of the
year."
The men (1-3,4-9) will also find
the Cardinals (2-2) to be a forminal opponent.
The Falcons' goal will be to
win as many events as possible,
because in some events they will
be swimming one person against
four. This has been a constant
eroblem the entire season for
le men because they lack depth
to race an equal amount of
swimmers in each race.
"I think we will race well in
spots, but in some events it will
be difficult for us to compete,"
Gordon said. "We are treating
this meet as our final dress
rehearsal for the MAC Championships (March 1-3)."

(13-22-35) notched two hat tricks last weekend in winning
CCHA Player of the Week honors. Brett Harkins (9-34-43), Matt
Ruchty (24-18-42) and Marc Potvin (15-15-30) add strength to
the Falcon attack, which averages 4.89 goals a contest.
Defense and Goaltending: Junior Rob Blake (17-25-42) and
senior Kevin Dahl have provided season-long effectiveness
from the blue line. Sophomore Llew Ncwana has settled into
the defensive spot while retaining his offensive skills — he has
a point in eight of BG's last 123 games. Angelo Libertucci (12-6,
4.11 goals against average) is fifth in the CCHA in GAA.
THE BULLDOGS
Offense: "Anemic" best describes FSU's offense, which
averages only 3.7 goals a game. Sophomore John dePourcq
(18-28-46) leads the Bulldog attack, while Rod Taylor (22-9-31)
and Mike Jorgensen (11-19-30) round out the 30-plus point
scorers for FSU.
Defense and Goaltending: First-year blue-liner Daniel Output is fourth in scoring (24 points) on a team that allows an
average of 5.2 goals a game in CCHA contests. FSU has split
?oalie duties most of the season, with senior Mike Williams
7-11-2, 4.83 GAA) and junior Marc Felicio (2-7-3, 4.60) often
alternating.
SPECIAL TEAMS
As was the case the last time the two teams met, the special
teams contrast highly. The Falcons lead the conference in
power play success (32.9 percent) while the Bulldogs check in
at a lowly 20.1 clip. When it comes to penalty killing, however,
FSU boasts one of the CCHA's top units, killing 78.4 percent ot
all penalties. BG has improved its man-disadvantage unit
throughout the season, but is still ranked eighth in conference
games with a 67.1 success rate.

Last year, the Cardinals
routed the Falcons by a 160-82
score; Saturday the Falcons
hope to regain some respectability.

#

Ferris
Slate

Join Todd Goldberg and Joel
Yashinsky for all the action.
Friday and Saturday at 7:25 pm

"It was the men's worst performance last year," Gordon
said. "Hopefully we can make it
a little closer this year."

SPECIAL PRICES FOR B.G.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
NEW CARS/ TRUCKS - USED CARS - LEASING

p. George Ballas Toyota
Lti*"
B«^^-

1377CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ 893-5000

Jutt 1 Mu« Soulh Ot Southwych Wh«r» Raynold* Turn* Into Conanl.

SALES: Mon 8 Thurs III 9PM • Tues. Wed, Fri, Sal til 6PM
SERVICE: Mon tnru Fh 7AM-6PM • Saturday 7:30AM-SPM

=CHARLESTOWr\R
APARTMENTS

Che tittle jhep

MID AM MANOR

in the University Union

Choose from choice apartments within
walking disance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.

we carry

GREEK MERCHANDISE

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

SPECIAL HOURS
FRI., FEB 9 8:00-6:30
SAT..FEB10 11:00-2:00

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
Don't Pass up the
opportunity to get free
information on
numerous tax subjects.
IRS has over 100 special
publications to answer
tax questions. In fact,
Pub. 910, "Guide to Free
Tax Services," describes
all of the free tax
services available. Call
l-800-424-FORM(3676)
or the IRS Tax Forms
number in your phone
book to get a copy.

^^-

Tote bags • hats • pens
ribbons • stickers •
pencils • tumblers •
decals • stationery •
Keyrings • buttons
cross stitch kits • charms

PHI KAPPA TAU
ANNOUNCES

1990 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:

ALSO B.G. ITEMS
GIFTS & CARDS

President: Joe Callahan
V.P. Rush: Kevin Callahan
Treasurer: Greg Rusche

PHEASANT ROOM

V.P. Internal Affairs: Jim Carter
V.P. Alumni Relations: Mike Sordi
Secretary: Matt Woods

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL

SURF & TURF
For 2 - $20.00

NEW INITIATES:

For 1 - $10.95

Filet Mignon, Scampi Style Shrimp, Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, and Garlic Bread

UNIVERSITY UNION
COUPONS, CASH. CHARGE

OFFER GOOD 2-14-90 ONLY

4:30-7PM

Matt Palmer
George Grendell
Manuel Andrade
Corey Taylor

Andy Mickle
Mike Frederick
Erik Liekoski

Dave Koran
Jack Dunbar
Rich Welsh
Mark Fridline
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riel, Wall lead Hayes,Monroe top inductees
£® against Mini
by Trudy Tynan

Associated Press writer

by Mike Momlney
sports writer

The women's gymnastics
'■team will look to extend their
current winning streak to three,
when they host Illinois State University Saturday at 1 p.m. in
Cppler North gymnasium.
The Falcons, after losing their
first two meets of the season,
have come on strong the past
jtwo weeks, with hopes of continj uine their winning ways.
"We have to attack this meet
| with the same intensity as last
j week," head coach Charles
• Simpson said. "We can't relax
I or we're going to be in for a big
"surprise — we need to gear up
and get fired up for this meet or
we may get shot down."
Leading the Falcons into action against the Redbirds will be
"sophomore Mary Beth Friel and
freshman Robin Wall. They
have taken first and second
place, respectively, in the allaround competition the last two
weekends.
Although Friel and Wall have
stood out for BG, it has been the

combination of a total team
effort and a balanced line-up
that has keyed the Falcons success in recent weeks.
Juniors Kim Crawford, Nikki
Condon, Meg Griffin and Kirstin
Scott have been the nucleus of
the team and taken on the role of
leaders in the 1989-90 camaign.
Along with the junior class,
the underclassmen have provided balance throught the lineup. Sophomores Julie Zickes and
Kathy Altonen along with
freshmen Lisa Bondeher and
Stacy Trent have all placed in at
least one event this season.
Simpson said the team is prepared for this weekend's challenge and have to concentrate on
their routines — not on the excitement of being in their home
gym.

"The girls have been working
hard this week, so we are hoping
to use that as an edge," he said.
"We want to concentrate on our
training and our preparation
rather than on the excitement of
competing at home. That will be
the key for us and I think we are
ready."

BGSU

Bowling Green State University Libraries and Learning Resources
Minority Affairs Committee

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (API-- Elvin
Hayes, Dave Bing and Earl "Ttoe Pearl"
Monroe, who translated their college success into NBA stardom, were elected to the
Basketball Hall of Fame on Thursday.
Also chosen was the late Neil Johnston, the
Philadelphia Warriors' hook-shot artist who
led the NBA in scoring for three straight
seasons in the early 1950s. All will be inducted on May 15.
Hayes, who starred at the University of
Houston in the late '60s and ended his 16-year
NBA career as the league's third-leading alltime scorer, said making the Hall was a
dream come true.
"It's just unreal," he said from his car
dealership in Cleveland, Texas. "It's just
like winning your first high school basketball championship
or your first NBA chamnampu
ihip. It's just
pionship.
U one of those feelings. You
work so hard and have your dreams and
then it happens.
"This is the sort of thing that happens to
people from New York, not Rayvwe, La.

Tennis
a Continued from page 7.
and DeLucia is anticipated to
move up in the rankings.
The women's team travels to
East Lansing, Mich., to play the
Michigan State Spartans who
were picked to finish near the
cellar of the Big-10 and should be
an easier opponent than last
Saturday's shutout to Michigan.
The team may be without the

is sponsoring

(W)r.\a-Zesfei

AN ESSAY CONTEST

BOTH MOVIES SEPEBAIE ADMISSIONS

THE

Topic:
"THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARIES IN CONFRONTING
CULTURAL CONFLICTS AT BGSU"
1st PRIZE - $100 UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATE
2nd PRIZE - S 50 UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATE
3rd PRIZE - $ 25 UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE GIFT CERTIFICATE
Essay* are to b« no more ihan 1.000 words In length, typ*d ond dowbl«-spo<:*d.
Essays will b» juda»d on both content ond stylo.
Essay contost is op«n to all undVgroduat* BGSU students.
include your name, oddress. and phone number on a separate cover sheet, not
on your essay
Send essays to Jeon Geist, Popular Culture library. 4lh Floor, Jerome Library by
March 2 1990.
Winners will be announced during National library Week April 22 - 26. 1990.
For further iaformstmn plus* comic! Jrin Gcltl: 372*7910; Sana GoWildi:
372-2307; Krrol l.im: 372-7903.

BEAR

FBI AT
7:18 PM
SAT-SUN
2:15-7:15

[Aa IDQiOlt'TED OAHSOH JM
15 PM

SAT-SUN
:15-9:15

The terror begins

"»fAT

[EATHERFACE"™'"
The Texas ChainnSo
saw Massacre 3

These are legends in the Basketball Hall of
Fame, the guvs I emulated on the playgrounds and who really made basketball. I
was just proud to be able to walk onto a basketball court where they had played."
Hayes, who played for the Rockets in San
Diego and Houston and the Bullets in Baltimore and Washington, said he was delighted
to go into the Hall with two of his contemporaries.
"Dave Bing gave so much to the game and
Earl Monroe was the first 'Mr. Magic,' and
did so much for basketball," he said. "I'm
only sorry that Neil Johnston isn't around to
enjoy it.
a star at Syracuse before entering
the NBA, expressed
to his teanf
pressed gratitude
g:
mates and coaches.
"A lot of those guys will never be considered for the Hall of Fame, but they had a
lot to do with my election," he said. "Isurely
feel I belong, but a lot of credit goes to the
people who helped me develop, starting with
my high school coach, Dr. William Roundtree (at Spingarn High in Washington, D.C.)
and my teammates from every level from
high school through collegiate and professional ranks."

services of Kelly King, whose
inst UM was
Krformance against
idered by a knee injury.
Wednesday, she was forced to
finish practice early and will
have it examined at the Cleveland Clinic.
Coach Sheila Chiricosta believes the doubles teams will be
the strength this weekend.
"It's hard to compete with
some of the other teams we play
because we are without a facility during our lay-off from the
fall season," she said. "(Michigan State) has one of the finest
facilities in the country and it is
to their advantage that they get
to play all winter."

AMERICAN
V CANCER
? SOCIETY"

After starring at Houston, where his 1968
confrontation with UCLA's Kareem AbdulJabbar drew a record-settingcrowd at the
Astrodome, Hayes was the NBA Rookie of
the Year in 1969, when he led the league in
scoring with 28.4 points a game.
He averaged 21 Kii
points and nearly 12.5 refame for his career and was
bounds a game
2 All-Star teams. He was the
lea; e's top rebounder in 1970 and 1974.
ile Hayes was elected in his first year
of eligibility, it took two years for Bing and
four for Monroe, the sixth player on the New
York Knicks' 1973 championship team to be
enshrined. Coach Red Holzman and Knicks
president Ned Irish also are in the Hall.
Monroe, who averaged 41.5 points a game
in his senior year at Winston-Salem State
and led the Rams to the 1967 NCAA Division
n championship, was the NBA Rookie of the
Year with Baltimore in 1967-«8 when he
averaged 24.3 points.
Monroe averaged more than 21 points in
each season with the Bullets before his
shocking trade to the Knicks, the Bullets'
arch-rivals, early in the 1971-72 season. He
was a key member of the Knicks' 1973
championship team.

Jordan in 3-point contest
MIAMI (AP) - Michael Jordan, winner of two All-Star
slam-dunk titles, will shoot for
three Saturday night.
Not three titles, but three
points.
The acrobatic Jordan decided
to skip the slam-dunk contest
and enter the 3-point shootout
for the first time. The two events
will be part of All-Star Weekend
at Miami Arena.
"I made the decision for the
gooc
[ood of the team and myself,"
the Chicago Bulls' star said.
It's very exhausting
being out
"It's
i
there and dunking and competjet
ing. It takes its toll, and I'm go
going to try to save something tor
the second half of the season."
Jordan's concern with the
slam-dunk competition wasn't
so much the height of the rim as
the height of fan expectations.

Tune to Falcon Basketball on 88.1
FM WBGU Saturday at 12:30 PM.

03

BRONCOS!

VS.
#

CONNECTION
"A REEL DEAL"

The Falcons will host Western
Michigan and all the action can
be heard on WBGU 88.1 FM.

I
I
I

.J
••••••••••••••*• •
Enjoy a good living with

k........................

Preferred Properties

*
*

Rental Office 835 High Street. Phone 352-9378

SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Office hours - Monday ihru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m

*
*
*
*

He has discovered that Michael
Jordan is a tough act to follow.
"I'd like to compete again at
some point, whenever some of
the expectations start to cool out
a little bit," he said.
Jordan, the top All-Star votegetter the past four years, will
start for the East in Sunday's
game. The other event this
weekend will be the Legends
Classic on Saturday.
When Jordan started hitting
long-range shots this season as
never before, he began to consider entering the 3-point
contest.
"Saturday is probably the
most exciting day, and I wanted
to get involved somehow," he
said. "Being that I'm shooting
threes a lot better this year, that
was a good option for me."
Going into the Bulls' game
Thursday night at Denver, Jordan had made 54-of-139 3-point
shots for 39 percent. In a game
against Golden State last month,
hehit7-of-12.
Prior to this season, Jordan's
totals for his five-year career
were 58-of-287 for 20 percent.
Even without the 3-pointer in
his arsenal, Jordan has led the
NBA in scoring the past three
seasons. He leads this season
with a 33-point average.
Jordan's competition Saturday will include three-time
champion Larry Bird of Boston
and Jon Sundvold of Miami, who
led the league in 3-point shooting
last season.
ATTENTION ALL
MEMBERS

PHI ETA SIGMA
Apply now for one of
seven scholarships.
Any sophmore or
junior member may apply for a $500 award or
one of four book scholarships Of S75 - SUM).
Senior members eligible for an award of
$2000 for graduate
study.
For more informalion and an
application visil 310 BA.
Don't procrastlnale-deadllne

is
February 15.

• ••••••••*••••••

GENERAL TITLES*
Over 7000 to chose from at 69' each

OR 3 FOR 1.50

'Excludes New Releases

OVERNIGHT - RETURN BY 7 P.M.

EVERY DAY
• FREE MEMBERSHIP •
HOURS:
SUN. - THURS. 10 A.M.-11 P.M.
FRI & SAT. 10 A.M.-MIDNIGHT

353-6759
1214 W. Wooster St., B.G.
Next To Tyrrell's

i Rent one movie at
{regular price and
■ receive a second
i movie of equal or
■ lesser value FREE!

4 Harriott,
Next Tuesday Is Marriott Day!
Itatky, February 13
10am-2pm
2nd Floor Louge
Bates AfbmMratioii Baiting
Abo, iop by for a Pad Unrioa 7*30pm n the la Aim LOM*

The Tone Is Now to discover outstanding Management Opportunities
with Marriott Corporation's diversified businesses! All students are invited
to "watch for" our representatives on campus.
If finable to attend Marriott Day,
call M800) 638-6707, Ext. 82500.

COUPON EMPIRES 2/23

We look forward to seeing you!

^arnoU
EOE m/f/d/v
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• SPANISH CLUB •
Dm nun « cw-cw't'i
M«l M ssst side stepe
of Memorial Hal at 5 30
Bring money for OViner A bowfcng
7»C*352-22»1
••MAKWOTTDAV
FEB 13,10-2, BA 2ND FL LOUNGE
PANEL DISCUSSION m ICE ARENA
LOUNQE FROM 7:00-«: JO
SENIORS -BRING VOUR RESUMES
TMt TIME IB RKJHT FOR MARRIOTT
-ONCE AGAIN'
OSEA meets
Fst> 13 at 1:00 PM
wlln Conrad PrRMlxr spMkmg at 111 Ed
Mark your calendars

Need a caring reeponae
lo your pregnancy conceme?
Can BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For Wo on FREE PREONANCY TESTS
and supporting servicea
Typing 1 35 per page 364-0371

APPLY TUESDAY

tori

Opao to freshmen S sophomores
Apptcatlona al Student Employ.
460 Student Serwcee
ARE YOU ONE OF THE PEOPLE WHO
HASN'T PICKED UP YOUR IS KEY? LAST
YEAR'S YEARBOOKS ARE IN, JUST WAITING TO BE TAKEN HOME. JUST STOP IN IS
WEST HALL WITH YOUR ID.
ATTENTIONALL SOPHOMORE MEMBERS OF ALPHA
LAMBDA DELTA WITH A 3.5 OPA: A «250
SCHOLARSHIP IB AVAILABLE. PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 425 STUDENT SERVICES.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRI. FES 23.
DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING OPPORTUNITY!
BE A CAMPUS KNOW- KNOW
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT UNE
SO apptcatlona
for poeitloona next fal
wBoei eeacliat loam lues
Student Employment. 460 Studt. Serv
Open to el freshmen a aophomorae
Community Open Share
Come show atones poems thoughts, music.
art, etc. or iusl come lor the enrichment S entertainment
Monday Jan 28
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Center(comer ol Thuratln)
Every other Monday thru April 9th

GIVE BLOOD TODAY"
10AM-4PM
ORAND BALLROOM
In the Commons on Friday

Gradual* Student Senate
officer elections!
Positions open to ALL
graduate students.
Deadline for application
Is March 1. HBO
For Information call 372-2428
Elections will be field 3791*0
HAPPY HOURS
Sponsored by AMA

Friday. Fee S 5:00-9.00
Downtown
Flnlah the week off right"!
HISTORY SOCIETY MEETING Tuea Feb 13
MAJORS/MINORS WELCOME. Tom Gorman
from
Placement Off wM talk on lobs lor
History Student* 8pm Off-Csmpus Student Center
Omawale Afnkan Drummers
Dancers. Acrobats and SWwahera
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Music Bktg
February 12. 19908:00pm
Reception «• Foaow
Plan lo Attend the Summer Job Fae-t
Rape, from camps, perks, and resorts wi
be preeent In the Grand Beeroom
on March 8 from 10-30-4:00pm.
HCOOAE TPJBUTE TO BOB MARLEY
Sat Feb 10. 9pm NE Commons
Music by Mafor Coup Band (Cleveland)
A Caribbean Association Event
••0^KLOVE••
SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE BASEBALL CARD SHOW SUNDAY, FEBRUARY
11TH - ISAM TO 5PM LENHART ORAND
BALLROOM - 2ND FLOOR UNION. .50 CENT
ADMISSION.
Thai Friday
WBOU 88.1 FM-The Shark comae to DRY
DOCK to preeent Progressive Night. There wB
be great price give aways and the night wB be
aired eve on WBOU trom the Dry Dock
Then Saturday
A oomerjlen wW be periormlng tve at Dry Dock.
Music wB atto be provided by our DJa So bring
some mends and laugh and dance the night
away. Open from 9PM-1AM Located In
Harahmen Quad No cover and no ID required
Valentine's Day Quartet
Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
(professional mualc fraternity)
Have ua serenade your Valentine
$5 for 2 songs a a message
Sign-up in Moore Muaical Arts Center
Basement Lounge MF
830am ■ 11 30am
OueaHons? Cal 372-6384

LOST A FOUND
Lost gold pearl ring and eever ring In 2nd floor
women's room In Student Service* budding
Sentimental value It found eel Holy at
372 5870 Reward
LOST men's dees i'"g Sever with red elone.
Name-Marty Baker mtkte It round please eel
Tammy 2-4172
LOST: gold peraonefaed "Melissa' chart
aomewher* between Adm Bidg and BA It
found dim eel 354-5733 Reward"

SERVICES OFFERED

CENTER FOR CHOICE H
Abortions thru 1 7 weeka
Morning after treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be pro-chc-ce

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal
Expreea. Typing. Reeumee. FAX. copkea.
Leader in RESUMES, Composed 8
Laaer Printed. 1 EDITING SERVICES
Versatile. AI-Ph.D Staff
KORREKT SERVICE Cal 362-8744

AOTT Angle Btenotna AOTT
The Slaters ol Alpha Ormcron PI would But lo
congratulate Angle Blondlno on her peering to
Aaron Clerk

WORD PROCESSING
J1 25'pege
Karen 874-1573 Perryaburg
YOU'VE BEEN HURT
YOU WANT THE LAST WORD
YOU NEED OUR HELP
PRANKS. LETTERS. AND MORE
CALL VIN DICS

AOTT AOTT AOTT
Cong -atulawons An
and Heather KeaaeH on
having the HIGHEST Bag-LK OPA!
AOTT Krieten Knepper AOTT
Congratulations on being chosen
Song and SplrflChalrmanlll

AOTT

PERSONALS
Good Luck aoemst Western Michigan Kkkl
You're the BEST"
Love. Brenda

'• DELTA SKIMA PI ••
U Angle Turner,
Get ready lor individuals and don't worry you'l
do greet" Just be aura to know your purpose
and everything else' Keep up on interviews'
GOOD LUCK I
BIO LARRY
" DELTA SIGMA PI • •
DAN STURTEVANT
ARE YOU READY FOR SUNDAY? JUST KNOW
YOUR STUFF. ESPECIALLY THE PURPOSE.
AND YOU'LL DO GREAT I'M BEHIND YOU
ALL THE WAYI
LOVE, YOUR BIG SARAH
' ' DELTAZETA ' • DELTAZETA ••
KIM WILLIAMS '' HOLLY PECHALLER
GISELLE MONNIN - - KELLY KOMOSINSKI
WHAT AN AWESOME FAMILYl
I LOVE YOU ALL VERY MUCH
YOUR LITTLE. BIO. 8 GRANDBIG JLlUE
"Scott Hay**"
Thank you tor the beat and happiest two year*
of my He!
Happy Anniversary!
Jama
' ' TflaNA MILLER ''
Ha Ho • You thought we lorgotl Happy Belated
19th Birthday i Have a beautiful weekend!
Love. The Gang

DELTA SIGMA PI
ALLISON WERY
GOOD LUCK AT INDIVIDUALS
•DAVE-

Open to al freshmen & aophomorae
Become e University Ambassador end en|oy being ■ part of a select Pubec Reeabons group.
Appkcabons available at 425 Student Services
and Meatl Alumni Center For more Info contact
Donna Hoskcher. 354-4364. or eel Mean
Alumni Canter 372-2701.
BG's Tan A Fitness
Gel your Spring Break Tan Nowl
10 Tans lor $20 00
Downtown 352-8267
Visa/Met Card Accepted
BIG JULY
ROSES ARE REO
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
STOP BEING SO SAD
CAUSE YOUR LITTLE LOVES YOU"
YOU'RE THE BEST BIG"
SMILE SILLY GIRL -THINGS WILL GET BET
TERI
I LOVE YOU"
THANKS FOR THE BEST BIRTHDAY"
UL'LAUR
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
Reggae by Major Coup Band (Cleveland)
Sal Feb 10, 9pm, NE Commons
A Caribbean Association Event
" PEACE AND LOVE"

CarpeDiem
CarpeDiem
CarpeDiem
Chi Oa "Do It With a Tart at"
Chi Oa "Do ft With a Twist"
Fas 24. 1990

" KD ' ' Shayne Palerdy " KD "
Congratulations on your position
of Board of Directors of GAMMAi

DELTA SIGMA PI
JEFFFERENCZY
GOOD LUCK AT INOtVIDUALSi
YOU'LL 00 GREAT!
YOUR SECRET BK5
Delta Sigma PI
Christine Harder.
Good luck with Individuate true week. I'm aura
you wB do great!
Love. Your Secret Big??
DELTA SIGMA PI SECRET LfL'
ANGIE TURNER
I hope you know your purpose' You're going to
need It! I know youi do greet! II be rooting for
you (secretly)'
Love end Luck - Your Secret Big
DELTA SIGMA PI
MARK KRON
LOTS OF LUCK WITH INDIVIDUALS!
YOU'LL DO GREAT!
YOUR BIG AMY

CM OS Do H WNtl a TarM"
Chl Oe "Do It With e Twlel"
Feb 24.1990

DELTA SKIMA PI K ATHIE WILDER
INDIVIDUAL REVIEWS ARE JUST AROUND
THE CORNER. SO ITS TIME TO SEE WHAT
YOU CAN DO KNOW YOUR STUFF AND REMEMBER ILL BE BEHINOYOU.
LOVE, YOUR SECRET BIG
DELTA SIGMA PI
TAMMY HENLEY
BEST OF LUCK AT INDIVIDUAL REVIEWS!
I KNOW YOU'LL DO GREAT
LOVE, YOUR BIG, JANA

Chi Os "Do N With a Tarter
CHRISSY BELFIORE,
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING SELECTED
TO SING) AT CEDAR PONT THIS SUMMER! I
AM SO PROUD OF YOUI I KNEW YOU COULD

DELTA SIGMA PI
LIL KELLY KINDER
GOOD LUCK WITH INDIVIDUALS.
RIGHT BESIDE YOU ALL THE WAYI
LOVE. BIG AMY K.

DO III GUESS I'LL HAVE TO GET A SEASONS

•OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'
Ul Lisa A S Grand LI Tammy S .
Got excited for Initiation" I love you'
-Michel*

PASS THIS YEAR!
LOVE, TODD DAVIS

CHRISSY BELFIORE (UTTLE EDTTH|
CONGRATULATIONS TO MY BABY SISTER

•KT><OSTEF ABBOTT KDKIV
GREAT JOB ON THE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
YOUR HARD WORK PAID OFF
KD* A OT - YOUR SISTERS 'KO
•KDKD- AMYMATSCHERZ -KDKDCONGRATULATIONS! I
U A O Comedy Competition- 1 si place
Good Luck m Daytonal
KO We're proud of youAOT Your Sisters KD
-SERENADE YOUR VALENTINEBarbershop style with
•UNLIMITED HARMONYFor more mlo cal 363-9448
-PHI MU ALPHAVISION IMPAIRED
-PHI MU ALPHAADOPTION
You've chosen the gift of We lor your baby
Please gfve ua the gift of loving & caring lor your
baby Wove waited years to complete our family. The nursery I* ready and a big sister I* wall
tsj Medical and legal paw Cad cosset > ask for
Lynn or Harold 418-822-0288
AGO AGO AGO AGO
We love our VIPs
You guys are aweeomell
AGO AGO AGO AGP
Alpha Chi Omega • AHIton Camehan*
Alpha CM Omega would Us* M congratulate
you lor making the Fall 1989 Dean's List and
lor winning In* Most Improved Award.

Lisa.
Your Slaters
p.s. Apologies for forgetting you
In last week sad.
Alpha Gamma Delta Executive Officers for
1989-Way to Go. you were aweeome and did a
lob w— done! Love. The Alpha Gam's

FOR BEING CHOSEN TO SING AT CEDAR

Get excited for inaaaaon! Your big and grand-big
love youi
DZ Marsha 8 JSDZ
DZ LIL BARS STURMA DZ
Get psyched lor mroation I can t wall lo have
you next to me at chapter
DZ love and Ions ol mine
Your Big

NASHVILLE

2 more days unel Hbatsntt
Love.
Great Grandbig Debbie
WDZ'DZ'DZ
DZ - GREAT ORAN LIL' TAMMY . DZ
I'M SO HAPPY THAT U PLEDGED DELTA
ZETA U R A GREAT ASSETTO THIS FAMILY
ANO DELTA ZETA' GOOD LUCK THIS SEMESTER!
LUV. KATHY
DZ HEIDI 8 KWSTEN DZ
TWO MORE DAYS - INITIATION WILL BE
HERE SO LET'S ALL GIVE A CHEER BECAUSE MY "Z" ORAN LITTLES ARE GOING
ACTIVEI
WAY TO GO!
LUV, KATHY
DZ Debbie 8 Heather DZ
Congraajlatlona on having Isghatt Bkj-Ur
Q.P. A. Heather get excited for initiation
I Love You Both
Kg Grad Big Jot*
0Z0Z0Z
Tracy Burke
You're finely going active!
Love. Big Darcy
DZDZUL SUSAN FRANK OZOZ
CongnaMetlon* on initiation I'm so proud of
youi
DZLOVE,
BlgMargo
DZKJmOZ
Congratulations on going active' Your Roee
Buddy loves you'
DZ7DZ

AND REMEMBER: "KEEP ON SINOIN' - DON'T
STOP SANGIN' YOU'RE GONNA BE A STAR
SOME DAYI"
LOVE YOUI

CATHY
Congretuetoora to ttvt iggoEx*cutfv* Officers
of Alphe Gamma Dens! Beet Wlahee for a greet
year< Love, The Alpha Gsm'a.
DEAR esWTHeeOTHER: WE ARE A COLLEGE
EDUCATED. HAPPILY MARRIED CAUCASIAN
COUPLE ANO WE WANT TO ADOPT A NEWBORN INTO OUR FAMILY ATTORNEY INVOLVED. COMPLETELY LEGAL ANO STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL YOUR ACT OF UNSELFISH LOVE WILL ASSURE THAT YOUR BABY
WILL HAVE A LOVING FAMILY AND EVERY
OPPORTUNITY POSSIBLE CALL US COLLECT [4191874-1447
DELTA SIGMA PI
TERAPOULIOTIE
Good luck m mdMduel Reviews' I'm sure that
you wB do great
Your Big. Aeon Drown

DELTA SIGMA PI
DAN STURTEVANT
GOOD LUCK AT INDIVIDUALS!
YOU CAN DO II'
YOUR SECRET BIG

Over 80 Imported Beers
I Campus |
Polly eyes
"A Gathering Place"
1352-9638 or 354-0056
440

"Ja« Night"

JlaaaaaT IN JAMAICA
1/2THES8 2XTHEFUN
CALL: 35J-TOUaHSWII7
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
w* don't taa a bckat and forget you
WE 00 WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
CALL: 14J-TOUR-JJH8I7
Jennie Mabae
Just to let you know how vary proud I am of
your dedication and herdwork os President of
AGO' You dM an one slant |ob! Oh. and you"* a
pretty awesome roommate too'
Love. Tarry.
Klmbe-

LATE NTTE VIDEO
DELIVERS
JS4-LATE
Mention this personal snd receive .28 off
each movie ranted.

DZ LH' HEIDI QRUNNCR 02
Ruehlng-Pledging-and now Activation
I'm so glad you chose Delta Zeta > I'm realty
proud thai your* my UP CONGRATULATIONS
ON INITIATION.
OZLovelMlna
BkjTrecey
DZ* * KRBTEN LEBER • "DZ
Finely the Urn* has come You deeervo In*
beet becauee you era m* bast I am psyched
lor Sunday I love my ■'!
FALL ORIENTATION LEADERS
Sign-up lor training by Frl Feb 9
405 Student Servicee
Club suds « coming
FLU • ALPHA PM
The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would Ike lo
congratulate Chris Hatbert on hia recent arvaa*rmg to Stephanie Ned
FIJI • ALPHA PHI
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta would But to
congratulate Emiao Sol on hie recent lav staring
to handy Goaaman
FIJI • DELTA ZETA
The Brothers of Phi Gamma DM* would ake lo
congratulate Paul Chambers on his recant pinning to Jute Bhaer
FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS ITT
GO JAMMIN IN JAMAICA

DELTAZETA
La" Gleet* Monnin
and
Ul' Kety Komosmski
Just think, only 2 more days
until initiation' I knew
you would make It becauee you
two are the beat Itaae ever!
I'm ao proud of you!'
DZ love and meva
Big Holy
DELTAZETA

MARCH 18-2STH
Camping: SSOB-Lutun/ VMawSSSB
Special Rates for Groupa(4 or more)
DISCOUNTS DISCOUNTS DISCOUNTS
CALL: W-TOUfl HI 8817

UAO

Delta Zeta
LH' Tammy Scheefer

UAO

UAO UAO

LATE NIGHT VIDEO
DELIVERS
Huny over, holt deed.
etey In and call
354-LATE
LB Jan
Sorry I can't party with you ma weekend. You
better have a good time and know your PURPOSE.
LOST: brown leather COM. had it last Saturday
night at the bar* If found PLEASE cal
354-8718 REWARD!
MANSION VIEW INN
BED 8 BREAKFAST
VALENTINE GIFT CERTIFICATE
Treet that loved one to a
specsM night ol luxurious kjdgtig
with a gourmet breekfaat m
an 1887 hlelonc Victorian meneion
FromS55 Toledo, OH 418-244-5878
MARRIOTT, MARRIOTT, MARRIOTT
TALK WITH THE RECRUITERS
10-2. FEB 13, 2ND FL LOUNQE, BA
SENIORS-BRWQ YOUR RESUMES
7:00-8:SO, FEB. 13, ICE ARENA LOUNGE
Metboum*. AuMraaa. lost Its bid to host
POSSUM DAY Mill
BG RETAINS THE POSSUM!!
Who wal be the next Possum Queen?
{only 14 Shopping days kettll)
MEXICAN NIGHT AT MARK'S
EVERY MON . ENJOY AUTHENTIC MEXICAN
FOOD PLATTERS START AT S3 59. aarveig
et 5 PM

contlnuedoiip.il
UAO UAO UAO UAO

l would like to
congratulate our new director:
Gayle Merkle Spotlight Entertainment
and
^New USG Representative
Heather Walczak
Welcome to our Family! I

Get excited for initiation
I am so proud of you'
Love, Use
DiBenadettoa
Homemade Valentine Bread Plain or garsc butler 50 cents 352 4653
DiBenedettos
Homemade Valentine Sub* for two S4 86.
352-4863

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

§
1990 - 91
1|
$ UNIVERSITY INRAMURALlI
^
ADVISORY BOARD
*

**

With Mike Petroslno, Chris Berger. A Dan Faehnle

Delivery • S.il.uls

JACKIE WHITCOMB
Your rose buddy at looking toward lo Sunday
Hope you are payched'
DZ • DZ ■ DZ • DZ

DZ UT Heather DZ
CongratuMftono on your Initiation' I'm ao proud
ofmyetMl
DZ Debbie DZ

ECou

Every Tuesday at 8 p.m.-12 midnight
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in !

How would you ike to be
PAIO
for tasking on me phone al day?
50appecaeons
tor poaWona next sal
at CAMPUS FACT UNE
wa be avaaabie 10s m Tuesday
Student Employment. 480 Studt Sva

DZ Ul' CHRIS PREUSS DZ
Hey title get excited for inflation'
I am so proud of you.
Finely, you wal discover everything
Delta Zeta can otter youi
I Lovo My Little
BIG USA

DELTA SIGMA PI - KATHY MICHAELS
I can't tee) you about ridfviduala. or group*, or
initiation, but I can M you that you'l do greet
Don I worry I
Your bkj- Ron
DELTA SIGMA PI MARK KRON
You oon'l know my name
but I'm a brother al the seme
InoMOuBta era rvaar,
there's no need to fear
Know your piapoee wal
and you'll do »wet
Al I can aay is good kick
Hop* thai gets you pumped up!
I know you can do It,
you ve realy ool class
and it you meaa up
II kick you square ki the rear end

HARSHMAN'LIVE"
TONIGHT »PM
COMEDY AT ITS FINEST!

You'ra ■ reeiy great Mend
and I )uet wanted lo
give you your only
personal Thanks lor
putting up with my
bed mooda and my
"man" Doublet"
Love ye-Jennifer
p.* you'd better
get m* my data
wan Steve or John
Pretty Please?

MAY HAVE TO WATT A

COUPLE OF MONTHS • EH? GIVE EM HELL'

Heppy21etB»1hday
TARA WEBER!'

DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ

PONT THIS SUMMER! I AM SO HAPPY FOR
YOUI

Graduate Stud*
Officer Elections!
PeeWona open kj ALL
greduele students
Deartans lor appecatlon
la March 1.1880
For InlcmeUon cea 172-2428
Elections -HI be held 3/tnW

DZANNACATIPONDZ

DELTA SIGMA PI CHRIS HARDER
INDIVIDUALS THIS WEEKEND' NO PROBLEM'
YOU'LL DO GREAT - JUST KNOW YOUR
STUFF AND BE PREPAREDI
LOVE. YOUR BIG LORI

DELTA SIGMA PI -UL DAVE HAIKV
CongraejBMIone on your election to pledge
daaa president Good kick at indrviduala - you'l
do GREAT"
Your Big. Beth end Grandbig. Joe

CarpeDvem
CarpeDiem
CarpeDiem

"'JOHN'"
Hera's to the beet year of my We. here's to
good trlenda end good timea, and here's to
many, many morel
I LOVE YOUI
Meat

DELTA SIGMA PI DAVE HAUG
Good Luck at Individual Purpose Don't be nervous Just study hard and remember II be
watching
Love,
Your Secret Big

DELTA SKIMA PI -SHELLY WENNINGER
Good luck at irvjMduais' Youi do great'!
Your Secret Big

CarpeDiem
CarpeDvem
CarpeDiem

GIVE BLOOD TODAY"!
10am 4pm
Commons

M SPRING C1 FALL? IF YES TO BOTH, HAVE
YOU CONSIDERED MARRIOTT? eVUNO, YOUR
RESUME TO THE RECRUITERS ON MARRIOTT DAY. FEB. II, 10-2. BA 2ND FLOOR
LOUNQE.

Barb.

AZD ' VIPS ' AZD
Alpha XI Delta
LoveeTrask
Very Important Pledges
AZD ' VIPS ' AZD

BE A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT UNE
50 appacatlona
for poaltlona naxl lal
wal be avaaebie l Oam Tuee
Student Employment. 460 Studt. Sen

DO vou HAVE EXPERIENCE IN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY? ARE YOU GRADUATING

Your Secret Ekg
DELTA SIGMA PI TRACtE KIRCHNER
Congratukrtlona on your Delta Sig office' Get
pumped up lor indtviduala, and remember that
your tanWy la behind you!
Lots s Luck!
•Rich, Franc, Suzanne, Carol

•••ALPHA 0AM"'
Kath,
Congratulations on being elected President
of Alpha Gamma Delta. I know you'll do an
out Blending fob. I'm proud of youtl
-Sean
• "ALPHA QAM"'

• • PRESIDENTS FORUM ■ ■
FEB11, 1990
ALUMNI ROOM. UNION
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING ALL
PRESIDENTS!'
"ORDER OF OMEGA"
• • PRESIDENT'S FORUM ■'

DELTA SIGMA PI ALLISON WERY
Good Luck with Inrjtvidualai You'l do great!
Know your purpose' II be behind you al the

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS
PHI ETA SIGMA
Apply now for one of seven scholarships For
more mo » an appecatlon visit 310 BA Don't
l«d»notaFeb1S

• • 'JENSLACK* • •
Keep e erne* on your face ceuae things ere going to gel better
Love Ye.
JuneSStac
-DELTA SKIMA PISUSAN SCHINDLER
Good Luck at individuals You I do greet
Your Awesome BIG Deri

Dan* Sigma PI - Lite* Sheey.
Hey hunt That week w«* reel wicked HELL I
know" But I know you did sat final Gel paychad lor Sunday Know the purpose backward
8 forward You'l do MM tine rm always here lor
V*
Get Pumped Up'
Your Big
Brian
DELTA 8KJMA PI
Little Sandra Todera
Gat ready for Individuate Know everything and
relax
Kg Brian

APPLICATIONS FOR
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
DUE TODAY
AT THE MfLETI ALUMNI CENTER

383-7245

tisustitfistis
CAMPUS FACT UNE
position naxl lal

AOTT * SK3 EP
The Sielera ol Alpha Omcron PI congratulate
Jenel Lelene on her Sigma Phi Epston krveker •
IngaoraabFeaaind.

February 9.10*0

2

Applications available
in 108 Rec Center.
Apply by March 14.
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PHI SIGMA KAPPA
CANOYSALE
2<8-2'16
EDUC BUILDING <ST FIR
PHI SIOMA KAPPA

MBeTTUflE 10ZZARD.ppe.nng at GAMERS Fri
• S« F»9»S torn
Money? Feme? Glory?
Sound good?

Be a campus KNOW KNOW'

Find oul how m tomorrow s BO NEWS
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From $289 00
R I air. R T transfers. 7 nights hotel, cruise
beach perttae. free kmch. Ire. aoYntsBlona. hotel taxes a more Organize smell group earn
FREE TRIP.For more xilormation cal tol free
18001 344 8360 or m Cl |800| 522-8286
MMa
We are excited lor "The Dating Same" at the
lea this weekend See you Saturday'
Love. The AJpha XI s.
PM Mu V.LP.'s
Keep those cnm s up1
You guys are
QREATI
Love. Your Saters'
Phi Mu V.I.P.'s
Keep those cNns up'
You guys are
GREAT1
Love. Your Sisters'
PhlMuV.LP.'s
Keep those chins up'
You guys are
QREATI
Love. Your Sisters'
PHIMOS
Watch out tor that
contagious thing
called SPIRITII
It's here and it's
staying"
PHI TAU ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PAUL GREGORY

DEADLINE:

Spring Break In Cancunl From S415 round
trip.. Space is limited
Call Michelle at
353 7968 for info

PHI SIOMA KAPPA
? VALENTINE BASKETS ?
ORDERS TAKEN 2 9 2<t 3
MORE INFO - EDUC BLDG 1ST FIR
PHI SIOMA KAPPA

TAKE THE LEADI
The Office of Admissions Is now
accepting applications lor
TourGuldee Stop by 118 McFal Center
between 10 30-12 30 s l 30-3 30
to ptck up an application
Only 150 api*a«ions are available'
Application deadline Is Feb tth

Quiet responsible undergrad or grad to sublease 1 bdrm sol summer 90 Non-smoking
mete who would be potentlel rmmte lor 90-91
school year preferred Consideration lor others
4 etxety to pay but reaponsibly required Can
soon lor details Don 354-4637 No ana-leave
meeaage

TAKE THE LEAD
The Office of Admissions Is now
accepting applications lor
Tour Guides Stop by 118 McFsl Center
between 10:30-12 3011 30-3 30
to pick up an application
Onry 150 applications are eveileble1
Application deadline Is Feb tth

RALPH MOORE AND CUFF NYE
We hope you anjoy the Valentine duner ea wees the real ol the weekend'We love you'
Uss and Lisa

TAKE THE LEAD
The Office ol Admissions Is now
accepting applications for
Tour Guides. Stop by 118 McFal Center
between 10 3012 3011:30-3 30
to pick up an apobcation
Only 150 applications are available'
Application deadline Is Feb tth

RAPE SURVIVORS
INTERESTED IN FORMING
PEER RAPE SUPPORT GROUP
CONTACT SANOEE AT 354-8930

TAKE THE LEAD
The Office ol Admissions Is now
accephng applications for
Tour Guides Slop by 118 McFal Center
between 10 30-12 304 1:30-3 30
to pick up an application
Only 150 applications sre available'
Application deedUns Is Feb Mh

Robyn Asendorf.
You finally made it' Congratulations on going
active m Delta Gamma'You are the best'
Love. Doug
SOLD Leadership Tip ol the Week:
"The biggest person with the biggest ideas
can be shot down by the smallest person
with the smallest mind
THINK BIO ANYWAYI"
SOLD meetings held Thursday St 4 I 5
in 405 Student Services BUg
Open to Al
"Ware SOLD on Leadership"

TAKE THE LEAD
The Office of Admissions Is now
accepting applications for
Tour Guides. Stop by 118 McFal Center
between 10 30-12 3011 30-3:30
to pick up en eppecation
Only 150 applications sre available'
Application deadline Is Feb Mh

SIGN UP NOW lor the SOLD Leadership Development Workshop Senes The first workshop.
"Coloring our Campus with Diversity" wsl be
held on Tuesday Feb 13. 1990 Several other
topics are being ottered For more info cal
372-2843 or stop by the office of Student Activities 1 Orientation Rm 405 Student Services
BUg

The BG News "

TAKE THE LEADI
Tour Guide Applications are
Due by 5:00pm Today In
The Office of Admlasions
TAKE THE LEADI
Tour Quids Applications ere
Due by 5:00pm Today In
The Office of Admissions

Classified Information
Mail-in Form

Two days prior to publication. 4 pm.
(The BG News « not responsible lor postal service deiays)

THE SPRING SEMESTER EDITION OF THE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY Is
currently available m the Student Activities and
Orientation Office. Rm 405 Student Services
Bldg Get your copy while supple, last
This Friday
WtOU M.I FM-.The Shark comes to DRY
DOCK to present Progressive Night There wsl
be great give aweys and the mght w* be aired
be on WBGU from the Dry Dock
TheSeturday
A comedian w* be performing eve at Dry Dock
Music w* also be provided by our OJs So bring
some Iriende and laughs and dance the night
away Open from 9PM 1 AM Located in
Hershmsn Quad "Jo cover and no ID required

University Ambassador
Applications
DUE TODAY
in the Mileti Alumni Center
University Ambassador Applications
are available at 405 Student
Services and Meat! Alumni Ctr
due by February 15
" Campus Representatives needed "
Earn free trip and big commissions by selfcng
Csncun. Mexico. Nassau/Paradise Island S
Europe. For more information call tol tree at
800-283-8787 or in Connellcut al
203-975-8833

WANTED

1 Female sublease! wanted. $110 a month.
own room, 2 blocks from campus. Cal
372-5451 Of 363-9889

1" (8 l-ne maximum)
2" (16 line maximum)

1 or 2 females needed to rent big house lor
next year
Cheap rent - cal ASAP
353-8738

PREPAYMENT:

* required tor al rn>n-unlvaralty ralatM buaineaaaa artd Individuals.

NOTICE:

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to MegitWity or incomplete information Ptoase coma to 214
Wast Hall immedtstley if mere is an error m your ad. The BG News wiH not be responsible for typographical
errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions

$6 25 par Insertion
$12 45 par Insertion

The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising m The BG News
The decision on whether lo release this information shsl be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy Is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
ambarrasstng to individuals or organi7stiona Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE #

1 -2 non-smoking fern grad or ungrad needed to
share 2-bed apt for summer. Close to campus.
Cal Bart) 353-5741
ASAP 1 rton-smoking female to aubteese apt
for Spring 90 Feb and May rent pd Cal
353 5729
F. to share kg turn apt w/3 others non-smkr
$98/mo a util 354 4720
IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENTI
I am in need of 2-3 roommates Depending on
living arrangements, monthly rent payments
may range Irom $90-5180 plus utilities Potential roommates must be responsible, should
have no problems keeping up w'rent payments Cal Greg or leave meassQe. 353-7981
Looking for a greet place to live this summer?
The place is Fox Run'tookm lor 2 females) Cal
now. 354-8513ask tor Tracy.
Looking for the perfect place lo live? Need: 2
roommates lor Fal 90-91 to rve In Fox Run
$150'month Cal 354-8513 ask for Tracy

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

Heeded subleases lor summer Close to campus Cal 363 8081
Roommate needed (ml) to share 2 bedroom
apt $ 1 50 month 4 utilities Close to campus.
Can 353 3575 alter 9 00pm
SUBLEASE IMMEDIATELY TILL MAY 3RD EFFICIENCY APT ON SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN CALL 353 8454
Wanted 2 rmtes to share room In house Male
or female, smoking or non. House is newly remodeled A only 1 block from campus S147
mo plus util . usually low Cal Matt or John at
362-0882.
Wanted Someone to sublease a 1 bdrm apt
located m Summit Terrace Complex for Summer
1990 Please cal eves onry Ph 353-8519

Classltlcstkjn in which you wish your ad to appear:

Valentine Heart - SS.00

. Campus a City Events*

Wanted

Lost and Found

. Help Wented

Rides

For Sale

. Services Offered

For Rent

Personals

• First dsy. $1 00 service charge only • emit 35 words lor a non-prom svsnl or meeting Subsequent days are charged at regular
classif ed rates

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The 80 News
214 West Han
BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable lo The BG News)
Phone: 372-2801

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED
CAMP located In northeastern Pa near New
York City We have openings tor general counselors ss wel as specialists n both land and
water sports Specialty areas include baseball.
tennis, basketbel. soccer, lacrosse, hockey,
weterskkng. sating, scuba. WSl. canoeing,
windsurfing gymneehes. archery, fencing, arts
4 crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio and
rocketry. Pioneering staff needed for both land
and canoe trips and for our ropes challenge
course Other openings may be available We
will be conducting on-campua interview on
March 8th For information call or write: G. Luang. 60 W Seth St. 15E. New York. NY
10023. tel #212-724-0113

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE: 1977 Chevy Nova 56.000 plus mi
Good college carl Asking $500 Csi anytime
3534733
JcPenny 4-heed VCR-works great
remote $ 100 litm 353- 7600

Wireless

Stereo components Yamaha amp A tape deck,
Pioneer tuner, JVC tmtbfe, ADC graphic equalizer. $376/or best offer for el 868-8446
•88 Rambler For Selelll
Good condition, new battery
Asking $500 or BEST OFFER
Cal 372-3016

FOR RENT
• •SeVRENTALS* ■
1 8 2 bdrm apts aval

9 4 12 mo leases Can 352 7454
CAMPUS FACT UNE
Not lust arc-ban adventure

1 bdrm apt available tor summer Close to
campus. Get 1/2 of 1st months rent paid For
more mo can 353 9549

Learn how you can
Jom the information safari
In tomorrow's BG NEWS

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 3524073 DAYS OR 352-1800 EVE
i WKENDS.

COOKS WANTED! COOKS WANTED'
ANYONE INTERESTED IN PREPARING AN
EXOTIC INTERNATIONAL DISH FOR GSS
ETHNIC FOOD FESTIVAL PLEASE SUBMIT
NAME 8 DISH TO GSS MCFALL-3 OR CALL
372-2428 DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS
FEB 13TH BEFORE 5 00

4 Subieesers needed tor summer Furnished,
greet location. 2 car garage, deck, central air II
interested pWese cal 372 3223 or 372-6796

French tutor needed
354-4058

Good pay

Cal Trtcle

JOBS' JOBS' JOBSI
FRESHMEN' FRESHMEN' FRESHMEN'
SOPHS! SOPHS' SOPHS'
50 applications
for positions next fall
st CAMPUS FACT UNE
will be available at 10a m Tues
Student Employment. 480 Studt Sv

REnt

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1* or 2* ads

par ad are 70* par fcna $2.10 minimum
55* extra per ad tor bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

Car Speakers Pioneer 6X9
60 watt $40 or b/o
Al 364-6831

Open to freahmen & sophomores
Applicstions si Student Employ
460 Student Services

UAO'DAYTONA'UAO'DAYTONA'UAO
Go lo Deytone for Spring Break March 18-26
$232 for transportation A hotel
Signup in Union Foyer Feb 5-9 9AM 4PM
Cal UAO Office for more into

1 female roommate, own room, one block from
campus, low utilities, available immediately
353 7531

RATES:

NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

The Brothers of Phi Gemma Dels would Bio lo
congratulate Scott Eppert and Seen Keeay for
being elected Brothers ol the Month

1 F roommate to share 1 bdrm apt
>107<mi i lus util 154 -i 17 I A-,

Black leather jacket Mens sire 44 $50 Cal
353 7888

APPLY TUESDAY
lor a
CAMPUS FACT UNE
position next lei

TAKE THE LEADI
Tour Quids Applications sre
Due by 5 00pm Today in
The Off Ice of Admissions

Ninnies Summertime live-in positions available
in Michigan suburbs Babysitting experience a
must Mothe- 8 Little Helper (313) 851 0860
No Fee
OFFICE SECRETARY for smal home business,
part time Applicants should possess typing sx*l
of 60 wpm, experience in Macintosh and IBM
computers for word processing, desktop publishing, data base and spreadsheet manage
menl: good telephone skils: ability to organize
end hie materials, knowledge ol simple bookkeeping and record keeping, preparation of
mailings Need dependable sell-starter. Hours
9am- 1pm Monday Friday $6 per hour. Send
letter of application with resume and 3 letters of
reference by Feb 16 to SECRETARY PO Box
1107. Bowling Green, OH 43402
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round, Al Countries. All fields. Free info
Wnte DC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92625
RESORT HOTELS. SUMMER CAMPS.
CRUISEUNES 6 AMUSEMENT PARKS, NOW
accepting applications tor summer jobs and career positions For Free information package
and application, cal National Cosegiate Recrea
hon Services on Hilton Head Island. South CaroInset 1-800-6260396 (9am 5pm EST M-F)
Seasonal employment available as a whrteweter
raft guide in W.VA. Experience not required
Must be 18 yrs ok), have current CPR/First
Aid North American Rrver Runners. Inc.. P 0
fcJo»ei.WV25864 1-800-960-2686 EOE
SERIOUS CHRISTIAN RECORDING GROUP IS
LOOKING FOR SKILLED KEYBOARDIST 1
BASS PLAYER (MALE OR FEMALE) FOR SOLID WORKING CHRISTIAN ROCK MINISTRY
MUST HAVE STRONG VOCAL ABILITY AND
BE WILLING TO REACH OUT TO OTHERS IN
MINISTRY AS WELL AS ON INDIVIDUAL
BASIS EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITY!
FOR MORE INFO, ASK FOR KEITH AT
874-8270 BETWEEN 12-5PM
"ISIAH
40.31"
Sitter needed lor 3 school sge children. Hours:
4-7pm. 2-3 days a week Own transportation
Cal 352-2267
SUMMER COUNSELORS
Outstanding New York State Coed Children's
Resident Camp Looking for college students
Two hours Irom New York City. Beautiful facilities Congenial Staff Specialists and General
counselors needed. 914-693-3037 Camp
Kennybrook. 19 Southway, Hartsdele, NY
10530

AVAILABLE NOW
One & two bedroom apartments - furnished A
unfurnished starting al $360 00 Gas 8 heat
Included. Free campus shuttle.
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments. 362-9135
BIO IS BETTERI
Rocktedge Manor Apts.
2 Bdrm, 2 Baths w dishwasher
Cal today to take a look!
R. E. Manegoment 392-9302
Cheap brand new spt available right now. Cal
3530947
DUMP YOUR
ROOMMATE
SPECIAL
1 bedrm. $34$. Heat incl.
Lrg, Eftlc 1280. Heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
These specious apts feature
-Heat * Water Incl.
-Furnished
•Convenient to Campus
RE MANAGEMENT

352-9302
For Rent 4 bdrm house for summer only. talA
spring Great location Cal 352-2932
Georgetown Manor Apts
800 ■ Third Street
1 bdrm $ 2 bdrm units;
fully furnished: A.C.
Now leasing for 1990 -1991,
and summer 1990.
Convenient- 8 reasonable.
Call 352-4964.
Houses end Apartments ' Close to Campus
For summer 1990 4 1990-91 school year
Cel 1-267-3341
IMMEDIATE HOUSING
AVAILABLE
Male roommate needed tor THIS SEMESTER to
occupy a brand new. furnished apartment
Close to campus, only $130 per month plus utihlies
Heve questions? Call ANYTIME
353-7888 01372-4341.
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. lum./unfurn. AC. as low ss
$440;mo Heal included rates available. Ph.
364 6036
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER?
2 bdrm, AC, partially turn, w/pool spt available June 18-Aug 24 to sublease 21$fmonth
Call 353-8288 or 353-3374.
Preferred Properties Is now leasing lor summer
and fal Piedmont apartments and many of our
other listings are avalabiet Al residents receive
s membership to Cherrywood Health Spa. Cal
352-9376
STAY CLOSEI
CAMPUS MANOR APTS
FREE HEAT 4 AC
■BALCONIES
-WALK TO CAMPUS 8 STORES
-FURNISHED
CALL TODAY 362-9302

250 COUNSELORS end Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lentkan. PO Box 23480, Kenllworth, NJ 07033
(2011274-0998

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST
NOW IT'8 TIME FOR THE BEST
THE TIME IS RKJHT FOR MARRIOTT!
SIGN-UP IN THE CO-OP OFFICE
FOR A FEB. 14 INTERVIEW

Summer Sublease Cheap, 2 bedrm. apt. aval.
May '90. Large, dose to campus, as- cond Cal
354 6421

ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const, fishing, nurses, teachers, etc.
Up to $7,000 mth CALL NOW!
208-748-7544 Ext A-448

FOR SALE

Two bdrm. -4 person sots. -BG APTS. 818.
822 2nd St 9 5 12 mo leases 352-7464
After 6pm 4 wkends 823-7555

AVON
Representatives needed Full-time earnings,
part-time hours Cal Judy 352-4295

1984 Chevy Cevaler
Minor front end damage-92.000 miles Runs
great. $700 or best offer 353-8269
1989 CHEVY Z24 CAVAUER. DARK RED,
BLACK INT., LOADED WITH EVERYTHING,
AM FM STEREO CASS MOVING $ MUST
SELL' CALL 419-278-1926 AFTER 5PM M-F.
ANYTIME SATURDAY

Two bdrm efficiency and some houses aval, for
90 91 school year Steve Smith 362-8917

Visage Green Apartments
A Nice Place Tn Uvel
Renting tor Fall 90-91
Two bdrm lum $ unfurn apts.
Renting also lor Summer
1 or 2 bdrm turn 4 unfurn apts
WE HAVE A POOL!
CALL ANYTIME 364-3633

The IK, News
is recyclable!

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
834 SCOTT HAMILTON
*
'
*
*
*

2 Bedroom apts.
FREE WATER AND SEWER
Furnished or unfurnished
VERY close to campus
Washer/dryer hookups in apt.
328 S. Main

352-5620
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Black History
Month (cont.)
The celebration of Black history continues with several events scheduled
during the next two weeks.
On Monday (Feb. 12), the Omowale
Cultural Society will perform at 8 p.m.
in the Bryan Recital HaH of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. It is being sponsored by Offenhauer Towers.
Black Greek Council wiU hold an Information Night at 7 p.m. on Thursday
(Feb. 15) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union. Representatives of
Black Greek sororities and fraternities
will be present to explain their group's
goals and contributions.
On Friday (Feb. 16), Dr. Asa Milliard,
a professor of education at Georgia
State University, will discuss "Free
Your Mind, Return to the Source: African Origins" at 7 p.m. In 1007 Business Administration Building.
In celebration of the AfricanAmerican theater, the Office of Minority Affairs will present a dinner theater
production of "Harlem Renaissance"
on Saturday (Feb. 17) in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Dinner will be served
at 6 p.m. with the performance starting
at 8 p.m. The cost of dinner and the
program is $ 10 for students and $ 15
for all others. Entire tables can be reserved by calling 372-2078.

Bowlin^GreeriStQt^TniversJtY
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Get a clue!
UAO offers murder mystery theme
for annual Mardi Gras celebration

Who dunit? UAO dunitl So celebrate!
Murder, mystery, and music will
surely put some excitement into the
dreary days of February as the University Activities Organization presents its
annual Mardi Gras celebration.
The University's Mardis Gras festival
kicks off Wednesday (Feb. 21) at
8:30 p.m. with "Mysteries on Campus," at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom in
the Union.
Mardi Gras began as a final day of
celebration before
trie Lenten season
of fast. The day is a
national holiday in
Alabama, Florida,
and some counties
of Louisana, and
falls on the Tuesday before Ash
Wednesday, the
first day of Lent.
UAO's Mardis
Gras also marks
the end of Charities Week.
There wM be a traveling murder
mystery troupe to
"A Black Musical Arts Celebration"
act out a murder
will be held at 8 p.m. on Sunday (Feb.
before the scrutin18) In the Bryan Recital Halt in the
izing eyes of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. It will Inaudience. The auclude a variety of student talent from
dience plays a very
the College of Musical Arts.
important role in
Finer Womanhood Week wlH be obthis production beserved Monday through Friday (Feb.
cause they will be
19-23) and will feature several clinics
the ones to solve
for women. For more information, con- the mystery! The
tact Tina Madden at 353-6626.
event is free and
On Thursday (Feb. 22), a candlelight prizes will go to the
walk will be held starting at 8 p.m. from University's top sleuths.
Jerome Library to McFall Center to the
University Union.
At 8 p.m. Thursday (Feb. 22) at University tradition will continue as The
Cakewalkin' Jass Band will perform a
free concert in the Falcon's Nest of the
Green Sheet is published by the
Union. Most famous for Its performBowling Green State University Ofances at Tony Packo's In Toledo, the
fice of Public Relations for students,
band will perform in
faculty and staff.
the Nest until 11
The next issue of Green Sheet
wiU be published Feb. 23. It will
p.m.
The action concover events occuring Feb. 26
tinues Friday (Feb.
through March 11. The deadline to
23) with free showsubmit information for that issue is
ings of the murdernoon Wednesday, Feb. 21.
mystery classic
AH events must be submitted in
"due" at 8 and 10
writing to the Green Sheet editor,
p.m. in 210 Math
806 Administration Building. There
Science. An all-star
is no charge to have an item listed.
cast will answer the
Editor: Jeff Schober
three most imporCalendar Editor: Melissa Henry
tant question* of ,
Production: Laura Hotmeyer
that childhood

horseracing and--back by popular demand-turtle racing.
Other highlights of the evening include an auction, a mystery contest
and a maze in the
Promenade
Lounge by Prout
cafeteria.
The items for
auction will be donated not only by
local businesses
but also by professional sports
teams, including
the Chicago Bears.,
the Edmonton
Oilers and the New York Mets.
The mystery to be solved was designed by the members of UAO, who
have spared no expense to make the
game as realistic as possible. Characters from the mystery story wiU roam
the Ballroom, giving hints just by their
existence and also aiding detectives in
their quest for clues. Biographical
sketches of each of the characters wiU
be handed out at a booth near the entrance and from there contestants are
on their own.
Entries for the correct answer will be
turned In toward the end of the evening
and a winner will be drawn at random
from all of the correct entries. This
winner will receive the grand prizetwo tickets for UAO's trip to Daytona
Beach during spring break.
game: who did it?
with what? where? Don't be too sure
about the right answer, however: this
movie has three different surprise endings.
Saturday (Feb. 24) wiU arrive just in
time to satisfy the pent-up craving for a
blow-out festival. The Lenhart Grand
Ballroom will be transformed into the
party town of the south-New Orleans.
From the hallway
outside the Ballroom, step onto
Bourbon Street
where a casino and
a variety of games
of skill and chance
will await.
To keep the
evening relxed, the
Ballroom will also
feature a gazebo
and outdoor cafe,
where a University jazz quintet will perform.
Other highlights will include video

Promenade Lounge has been chosen as the site for this year's giant
maze. The house in the game of
"Clue" wiU be the setting of the maze.

Mardi Gras opens
with Charities Week
Preceding Mardi Gras wiU be the
annual Charities Week. Set for
Monday through Friday (Feb.
19-24), the week will feature
events by a number of clubs and organizations who will be holding a
wide variety of events on the campus.
One of those events will be a
Bake Sale at the Off-Campus Student Center, Moseley Hall, from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday (Feb. 19-21).
In previous years,

Monday
February 12
• ■. m -5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Mixed-media works by Bowling Green artist Dorothy Bryan will be on display Free and open to
al. Kennedy Room. Moore Musical Arts Center

8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship
Center, 313 Thurstin
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstin
9:15 p.m. - PanhellenIc Council
Meeting Open to members Community Suite.
Union

3:30-4:30 p.m. - Economics Colllquium Series
Dr. Ned McClennon will discuss "Rationality and
Dynamic Choice: Foundations ol Expected Utility Theory " Free and open to al 4000 Business Administration.

9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization
Meeting Open to al United Christian Fellowship
Center, 313 Thurstin

6-0 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available. Free and open to all Piano
Lounge. McDonald East and 231 Bromfieid

Wednesday

Thursday

Saturday

February 15

February 17

8 a.m. - Faculty Breakfast
Free and open to al Honors Student Association
members and BQSU lacuity Sponsored by
HSA Honors Center. Kreiacher.

12:45 p.m. -Basketball
Women's team vs. Central Michigan University.
Anderson Arena.

9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday. Feb. 12, listing
7 p.m. - Black History Month
Information night. Free and open to al. Sponsored by the Black Greek Council Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Union.

1 p.m. - Tennis
Men's teem vs University of Cincinnati. Robert
Keete Courts.
3 p.m.-Basketball
Men's team vs Central Michigan University Anderson Arena.

9 «.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See9am Monday.Feb 12,listing

7:30 p.m. - Thursday Nile Lhre
Free and open to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible
Studies. Alumni Room. Union.

7 p.m. - Black History Month
"Harlem Renaissance " Tickets for dinner and
performance are $ 10 for students and S15 for
others and are available by pre-regiatenng at the
Omce of Minority Affairs. 424 Student Services
Sponsored by the Office ol Minority Affairs.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union.

10-11:301.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments cal
372-7293 365 Education

7:30 p.m. - Summer Program In nary
Inforemational meeting Open to al 411 South
Hal

7:30 p.m.-Hockey
BGSU vs University of Illinois-Chicago Ice
Arena.

7-0 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemistry tutors available Compton
Activity Lounge.

Noon-1:1 S p.m. - Open Forum
President Otscamp will meet with students Free
and open to all Chart Room, McFal Center

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p m Wednesday. Feb 14. listing

7:30 p.m. - Gymnsstlcs
BGSU at West Virginia University Morgantown

7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Psychology tutors available. Founders Study
Lounge

f 2:30 p.m. - Reflection Time
Informal worship. Open to al. United Christian
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin.

8 p.m. - Concert
Student Composers Forum wil perform. Free
and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p m Wednesday, Feb. 14. listing.

7:30-9:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology
"Church History I" will be discussed. St. Thomas
More. 426 Thurstin

1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advtalng for majors For appointments call
372-7293 385 Education

9 p.m.-UAO Movie
"It's A Mad. Mad. Mad, Mad Work)." Free and
open to al. 210 Math Sciences

S p.m. - Black History Month
Omowale Afrikan drummers, dancers, acrobats,
and a stdtwalker will perform. Free and open to
al. Sponsored by Offenhauer Towers. Bryan
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.

34:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours
Free and open to al. French House

8:30-8 p.m. - University Placement Servlcai
Administrators advice to teacher candidates
Open to all Town Room, Union.
7 p.m. - Open Auditions
Auditions win be held lor the Shorts Festival '90
Open to al. Joe E. Brown Theatre, University

• p.m. - Literature Reading
Shelby Hearon, author o( "Owning Jolene." wal
read Free and open to all Sponsored by the
Creative Writing Program and the Cultural Events
Committee 150A Jerome Library.
8:30 p.m. - Open Share
Participants wil be able to share their work,
thinking, or pleasures in various modes ol presentation Free and open to all. United Christian
Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstin.
9 p.m. - Prayer Group
Open to all St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstin

Tuesday

February 14

5:45 p.m. -Basketball
Women's teem at Ohio university. Athens
6-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available Free and open to al. Piano
Lounge, McDonald East and 231 Bromfieid.

6:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to all Foursquare Gospel Church 205
Sandrtdge.

10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Marriott Day
Marriott corporate recruiters wi be available to
answer employment questions. Free and open
to al. Refreshments provided Sponsored by the
Hospitality Management Program Lounge, second floor. Business Administration
6-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available. Free and open to al.
Compton Activity Lounge and Founders study
lounge.
7 p.m. - Open Auditions
See 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 12, listing.
7-8.30 p.m.-Bible Study
Open to al Antioch Library. St Thomas More,
425 Thurstin
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology, chemistry and psychology tutors available. Free and open to al. Piano Lounge,
McDonald Eaat.
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Psychology tutoring available. Free and open to
al. 231 Bromfieid.
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest." $1 donation, open to al. Planetarium. Physical Sciences.
8 p.m. - Jan Concert
BGSU Student Jazz Ensemble will perform. Free
and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musii cal Arts Center

Friday
February 16
9 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday, Feb. 12. listing
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
Greg Johnson will discuss "One Man's Artwork " $ 1 donation requested lor lunch. Open
to al United Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin.

7 p.m. - Open Auditions
See 7 p.m Monday. Feb. 12. listing

2:30 p.m. - Master Class
Metropolitan Opera tenor George Shirley w*
present a master class Free and open to al
Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.

7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Psychology tutors available Free and open to
al. Piano Lounge. McDonald East and Compton
Activity Lounge

2:30 p.m. - Concert
Western Wind Quintet, Western Michigan University, will perform Free and open to al. Bryan
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.

February 13
9 i.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 am Monday, Feb 12, listing

7:30 p.m - Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Meeting Open to al. State Room, Union.

7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemistry tutors available. Free and
open to al. 231 Bromfieid and Founders Study
Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Earth Day Event
Dale Smith w« discuss "Alaska's Wilderness
Rim," and show slides of his recent trip to Alaska
during the Prince Willam Sound clean-up efforts.
Free and open to al 1007 Business Administration
7:30 p.m.-BQSU Ski Club
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman.
8 p.m. - Basketball
Men's team at Ohio University. Athens
8 p.m. - Concert
Faculty Artist Series continues with a perofrmance by the Electric Arts Duo composer and
clarinetist Burton Beerman and dancer Celesta
Haraszti Free and open to al Kobacker Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center
8 p.m. - Black History Month
"Fredenck Douglas An American Life" and
"Just Doln' It" wal be shown Free and open to
al. Sponsored by the African American Graduate
Student Association 1007 Business Administration
I p-m. - Theatre Production
"Seascape." by Edward Atoee Tickets are $2 and are available at the University Hal Box Office Joe E Brown Theatre. Hanna Hal.
I

5 p.m. - Arts and Sciences Deadline
Reservations due for February Forum Luncheon
to be held Wednesday (Feb. 21). Coat Is $5
Open to al 205 Student Services
6 p.m. - BO Gaming Society
Various role-playing games played Free and
open to al. 222 Education.
8 p.m. - Bl.ck History Month
Dr. Asa Hilkard wil discuss "Free Your Maid. Return to the Source: African Origins." Free and
open to al Sponsored by the Office of Minority
Affairs 1007 Business Administration

6 and 10 p.m.-UAO Movie
"Turner and Hooch." $1.50 with valid BGSU
student I. D 210 Math Sciences.
Midnight-UAO Movie
"Child's Play "$1 50 with valid BGSU student
I.D. 210 Math Sciences.

Sunday
February 18
8,10 a.m. - Church Services
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E Wooster.
8.10 a.m., Noon - Church Services
SI. Akjysius Church, 150 S Enterprise
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St. Marks Lutheran Church, 315 S College
(Sunday school at 9:45 a.m.).
9.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E Wooster
9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S Enterprise.
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church 749 S Wlntergsrden
10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.
10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church
10 a.m. - Church Service
Christ Community Church, Women's Club. 134
N. Prospect.
10,11:30a.m.,7p.m.- Church Services
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU va. University of Illinois-Chicago. Ice
Arena.

10 a.m.. 6 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspring Assembly of God, 17360 N. Dixie
Highway

I p.m. - Theetre Production
See 8 p.m Wednesday. Feb. 14. Hating.

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church of Prayer United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin (Bible study at 9:30 a.m.).

8 p.m. - French Movies
Free and open to al. French House

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church, 200 N Summit
(Sunday school at 9:1 5 a m )

lp.m.- Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest." $1 donation, open to al. Planetarium. Physical Sciences
8 and 10 p.m.-UAO Movie
"Turner and Hooch." $1.50 with valid BGSU
student I.D 210 Math Sciences

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 West Pearl
(Sunday school at 9:15 am).
10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875 Haskins.

Midnight-UAO Movie
10:45 a.m.-Church Service
"Child's Play." SI .50 with valid BGSU student
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God, 17202
»D. 210 Math Science*- VV.U .. i i iwi '•N:M«r^rf€ur»lByscho81'at«T30a.m.|.
6
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11 a.m. - Church Service
Maumee Valley Unitarian Unrversalist Congregation Senator Han. 130W. Indiana, Perrysburg
(Religious education at 10 a.m.).
11 a.m. - Church Sank*
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandndge.
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620
Second St. (Sunday school at 10 a.m.)
1:30 p.m. - Baikatball
Women's team vs Youngstown State University
Anderson Arena.

9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization
Meeting. Open to all United Christian Felowship
Center, 313 Thursttn.

Wednesday
February 21
9 s.m-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday, Feb. 12, listing
10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments cal
372-7293. 365 Education

3 p.m. - Concert
Bowling Green Brass Quintet win perform. Free
and open to all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

it a-m.-l p.m. - Charities Week
Bake sale. Proceeds win benefit the Food Pantry Off-Campus Student Center. Moseley.

6 p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620
Second St

Noon-1:18 p.m. - Open Forum
President Otacamp will meet with students. Free
and open to al Chart Room, McFal Center

7 pan. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God. 620
Second St
7 p.m. - Church Service
Active Christians Today. 612 E Wooster
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest." $1 donation, open to aN. Planetarium, Physical Sciences.
8 p.m. - Black History Month
Black musical arts celebration Free and open to
el. Sponsored by the College of Musical Arts.
Bryan Recital Had, Moore Musical Arts Center

Monday
February 19
9 • .m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See9am Monday,Feb. 12,listing.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Charities Week
Bake sale. Proceeds wi benefit the Food Pantry Off-Campus Student Center, Moseley
7 p.m. - Open Auditions
Auditions wi be held lor "The Boys Next Door,"
by Tom Griffin Open to all 405 University Ha*.
7:30-8:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology
"Moral Development" win be discussed St
Thomas More, 425 Thursttn
9:15 p.m. - Interfraternlty Council
Meeting Open to members Alumni Room.
Union.

Tuesday
February 20

9 • m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday, Feb. 12, listing
t f a.m.-1 p.m. - Charities Week
Bake sale. Proceeds will benefit the Food Pantry. Off-Campus Student Center, Moseley
7 p.m. - Open Auditions
See 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 19, listing
7-9:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to al. Anttoch Library. St Thomas More.
425ThuratJn.
I p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest." $1 donation, open to all. Planetarium. Physical Sciences
8 p.m. - Concert
Aequaks win perform Free and open to al. Bryan
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Meeting Open to al. United Christian Fetowshlp
Center,313Thurstin

12:30 p.m. - February Forum Luncheon
Dr. George Hammond will discuss the relationship between science and technology and
how it affects business and education. Cost for
lunch Is $5 and reservations must be made
through the Arts and Sciences office by Feb.
16. Anyone may attend the lecture at 1 p.m. for
free. Campus Room, Union
12:30 p.m. - Reflection Time
Informal worship Open to al. United Chnstisn
Felowship Center. 313 Thurstln
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors. For appointments call
372-7293 365 Education
3-4:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours
Free and open to al. French House.
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Hank Fukul wi discuss "Genetic Basle for Return of Female Receptivity in D Melenogaster: Inferences About Life History." Free and open to
al. 112 Life Science
5:45 p.m.-Basketball
Women's team vs. University of Toledo Anderson Arena
8:30 p.m.-Bible Study
Open to al. Foursquare Gospel Church 205
Sandridge.
7 p.m. - Open Auditions
See 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 19, Hating
7:30 p.m. - BQSU Ski Club
Meeting. Open to al. 070 Overman.
8 p.m.-Basketball
Men's team vs University of Toledo Anderson
Arena.
8 p.m. - Faculty Artslet Series
Clarlnetlsl Edward Marks wi perform. Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
8 p.m. - Black History Month
"Black Power In America: Myth or Reality?" wi
be shown $2 donation requested, proceeds wi
benefit the United Negro Colege Fund Open to
al. Sponsored by the African American Graduate
Student Association 1007 Business Administration
8:30 p.m. - Mardl Ores Event
"Mysteries on Campus " Free and open to el
Lenhart Grand Balroom, Union.

Thursday
February 22
9 s.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See9a.m. Monday, Feb. 12. listing.
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Meeting Open to al. State Room, Union

8 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to al United Chnstisn Fellowship
Center, 313 Thuratln

7:30 p.m. - Thursday Nile Live
Free and open to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible
Studies. Alumni Room, Union.

9:18 p.m. - Panhellenlc Council
Meeting Open to members Community Suite.
jjnton
'

8 p.m. - Mardl Oral Event
The Cakewalk*!' Jass Band from Toledo wH parform. Free and open to all Falcon's Nest. UnioW
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8 p.m. - Theatre Production
"The Merry Wives of Windsor," by Wlaam
Shakespeare. Tickets are $4 for students and
senior citizens and $6 for others and are available at the University Hal Box Office Eva Marie
Saint Theatre, University Hal.
8 p.m. - Concert
Symphonic Band wil perform. Free and open to
al. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.

I pun.-HSA Volleyball
Free and open lo al. Sponsored by the Honors
Student Association Student Recreation
Center.
3p.m.-Basketball
Men's team at Eastern Michigan University. Ypsilantj.

8-9 p.m. - Black History Month
Candle walk and time capsule. Free and open to
al. Sponsored by Greek Life Meet at Jerome
Library

7 p.m.-Mldnlght - Mardl Ores
A Mardi Gras celebration to conclude Charities
Week Casino games, live entertainment, carnival booths, cajun food and much more. Sponsored by UAO Free and open to al. Lenhart
Grand Balroom, Union

9 p.m. - UAO Movie
"Charlie Chaplin Short Subjects." Free and open
to all 210 Math Science

7:05 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU at St. Cloud State University St Cloud.
Minn

Friday

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p m Thursday, Feb. 22, listing.

9 l.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday, Feb. 12. listing

February 25

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
David Anderson wi discuss "Monasticism in the
Workplace "$1 donation requested for lunch.
Open to al United Christian Fellowship Center.
313 Thursttn.

8,10 i.m. - Church Services
St John's Episcopal Church. 1509 E. Wooster.

5 p.m. - UAO Deadline
Entries for 1990-91 Day By-Day Calendar
(events, cover designs, and photos) must be
submitted to Julie Martini. UAO director of publications. All entries must be typed. Free and
open to al University organizations and departments UAO office, third floor. Union.

8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. College
(Sunday school at 9:45 am)

8 p.m. - Molar Board Deadline
Applications for the senior honorary must be
submitted. Open to all 325 Student Services

9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise.

February 23

8 p.m. - BG Gaming Society
Various role-playing games played Free and
open to al. 222 Education
7:30 p.m. - Art Therapy Lecture
Therapist Helen Landgarten wi discuss "Three
Generations of Family Art Therapy: Coping with
Loss." Free and open to all Sponsored by the
art therapy program. 204 Fine Arts

Sunday

8.10 •.m., Noon - Church Services
St Atoysiua Church, 150 S. Enterprise.

9.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Wooeter.

9:30 i.m., 8 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 749 S Wintergarden
10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.
10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church.

7:30 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU at University ol Pittsburgh

10 a.m. - Church Service
Christ Community Church. Women's Club, 134
N Prospect

8 p-m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday, Feb 22, listing.

10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thursttn.

8 p-m. - Rhythm of the Red Man
Jamie Oxenckhe wi perform an American Indian
music and dance recital. Free and open to al.
Sponsored by the Colege of Musical Arts and
Minority Affairs. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.
8 p-m. - French Movies
Free and open to al French House
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest "$ 1 donation, open to aU Planetarium. Physical Sciences.
8 and 10 p.m. - UAO Movie
"Clue." Free and open to al 210 Math Science.
8:08 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU at St. Cloud State University St Cloud.
Minn.

Saturday
February 24
9:30e.m.-1 p.m.-Twister Tournament
Fee laSIS Participation limited to Greek chaptart, spectators welcome Proceeds wi benefit
the Anorexia Aid Society Sponsored by Chi
Omega Memorial Hal
12:30-4 p.m. - Open Auditions
Auditions wil be nek) lor the 1990 Huron Playhouse Compsny Company members sre eligible
to receive up to 12 semester hours ot credit for
participation Appointments must be scheduled
through the Theatre Department (372-2222).
Joe E Brown Theatre. University Hal
1 p.m. - Basketball
Women's team at Eastern Michigan University.

10 a.m.. 6 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspnng Assembly ol God, 17360 N. Dixie
Highway.
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church of Prayer United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thursttn (Bible study at 9:30 a.m.).
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.).
10:30a.m.--Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 West Peart
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.).
10:48 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875 Hasklns
10:45s. m. -Church Service
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God. 17202
N. Mercer (Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.).
II a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Sonrlcoe
New Horizon Pentecostal Church ot God. 620
Second St. (Sunday school at 10 am)
1-4 p.m. - Anchor Splash
Free and open to al. Sponsored by Delta Gamma and Pin Delta Theta Cooper Pool. Student
Recreation Center
3 p.m. - Concert
Collegiate Chorale and A Capella Choir wi perform Free and open to al Auditorium. Bowling
Green Junior High School. 215 W. Wooster.
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest." $1 donation, open to all Planetarium, Physical Sciences.
8 p.m. - Theatre Presentation
"Secret Honor: The Last Tape and Testament ol
Richard M Nixon." Admission fee wil be
ged Sponsored by the theatre department

Show offers Indian music, dance
Authentic music and dances ot
American Indians from the Northern
and Southern Plains as well as those of
tribes in the Eastern United States will

perform in a recital Friday (Feb. 23) at
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
"Rhythm of the Red Man: An American Indian Music and Dance Recital"
will feature graduate music student
Jamie K. Owendine, a Tuscarora Indian from Laurinburg, N.C., whose
specialty is America Indian music.
The narrated, one-hour program will
begin at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall
which will be decorated with Indian artifacts. Owendine said the dances will
be performed "as if there is no audience, just as they would be presented
in a reservation setting." A narrator will
explain the use and source of the music and the dances presented, and
Owendine will wear authentic costumes for the performance.
Following the recital, a public reception will be held in the Kennedy
Green Room of the Center.
The recital is being presented by the
University's College of Musical Arts
and the Office of Minority Affairs.

University Theatre presents...
Medieval girl chasing
Fact Line: A job and an adventure
William Shakespeare's "The Merry Wives of Windsor" is about meeting
women, wooing women and bedding women.
This story of modern college life is actually set in far away Windsor, England, at a time which the director describes only as "the way it was and the
way you might have expected it to be."
The play will be held at 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday (Feb. 22-24 and
March 1 -3) in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Had.
Tickets are $4 for students and senior citizens and $6 for others; they are
currently available in the theater box office, University Ha*.
The story focuses on Sir John Falstaff (played by graduate theatre student
Norm Schroder), who is eager to conquer all women in Windsor. He sets out
to woo and win Mistress Ford (Barbara Legler, graduate theatre student) and
Mistress Page (Kathrynne Haack, senior theatre major). Aided by his companions Pistol (Timothy Jebsen, theatre graduate student), Bardolph (Brian J.
McCartney, sophomore secondary education major), Nym (David J.F. Lockard, junior theatre major) and the ever lusty Mistress Quickly (Lori Paris of
Bowling Green), Falstaff attempts to put into action his romantic schemes.
However, the women discover Falstaff's plans and turn the tables on the
lecherous knight. The merry wives teach both Sir John and their husbands,
Frank Ford (Michael Myers, graduate theatre student) and George Page (Michael K. Noble, senior IPCO major), a lesson about love.

Creatures from the sea
The University Theatre will present Edward Albee's "Seascape" at 8 p.m.
on Wednesday through Friday (Feb. 14-17) in Hanna Hall's Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
Tickets for the show are $2 and are available at the door.
As Albee's Pulitzer Prize-winning play begins, it is the middle of the afternoon on a lonely beach. A middle-aged husband and wife (portrayed by Bowling Green resident Kate Adams and senior Andrew McLean) sit on the sand
having a picnic, remembering their past and contemplating their future, when,
without warning, they are confronted by two odd looking sea creatures
(freshman Shari M. Girardeau and sophomore Craig Houk).
Doctoral student Paul Aberasturi directs "Seascape," and Is joined by Ighting designer James A. Tutorow III, costume designer Tom Kieffer, and scenic
artist Dean Yohnk in bringing this play to the stage.

Chance to be boy next door
Actors are being invited to tryout for a local production of "The Boys Next
Door" by Tom Griffin.
Open auditions for the play, which is being produced by the theatre department, will be held at 7 p.m. Monday through Wednesday (Feb. 19-21) in 405
University Had.
"The Boys Next Door" is a funny yet touching play about the Nves of four retarded men who live under the supervision of a sincere but "burned-out"
social worker.
The play will be presented April 4-7 in 405 University Hall.
Doctoral theatre student Barbara Legler is the director.
For more information about the auditions, call the University Theatre at
372-2222.
• Ifc A ill Hi ifl ■— .»■ ^ -^- —. ^

Applications for freshmen and sophomores who would like to work at Campus
Fact Une beginning next fall wUI be available starting at 10 a. m. Tuesday (Feb.
13) In the Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment, 460 Student Services. Only 50 applications win be available.
Fact Line operators work six to 12 hours each week; this past fat, operators
answered 98,361 calls from students, faculty, alumni and area residents.
Additional information about the position can be obtained by contacting Fact
Line's supervisor, Gardner A. McLean Jr., associate director of pubHc relations;
the telephone number is 372-2616.

Novelist to read from works
An award-winning novelist who
views fiction and life as games of disguise will read from her work at 8 p.m.
on Monday (Feb. 12) in 150A of Jerome Library.
Shelby Hearon, who has written 11
novels, wHI give a reading, which is
sponsored by the Cultural Events
Committee and the Creative Writing
Program. The event is free and open to
aH.
Hearon has been awarded the Guggenheim Fellowship for Fiction and a
National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in Creative Writing. She has
twice won the Texas Institute of Letters Jesse Jones Award for fiction and
three NEA/PEN syndication prizes for

Bryan art
An exhibition of multi-media works
by Dorothy Bryan of Bowling Green wiH
be the first in a new series of art shows
in the newly refurbished Green Room
at the Moore Musical Arts Center.
A Bowling Green native, Bryan studied art in high school but had little time
to pursue her interest while raising a
family. In the late 1960s she enrolled
in some art classes at the University
and has been painting since.
The exhibit of Bryan's recent work,
which she describes as "a personal
expression of the world around me,"
will open to the public on Tuesday
(Feb. 12) and continue through Sunday (Feb. 25) The hours are 9, a.m. to
5a.m. Monday through Friday Th«<#
Is no admission charge.

her short stories.
Her latest book, published last year
by Knopf, is "Owning Joiene."
A native of Kentucky and long-time
resident of Texas, Hearon has said her
roots as a writer intertwine with her
efforts to know herself; writing became
a process of discovery, of stripping
away the masks.

Mortar Board
seeks members
Applications are currently available
to join Mortar Board, a nationally recognized honor society open to those
who represent the best and brightest
of the University community.
Applications can be picked up and
should be returned to the Office of
Residence Life, 425 Student Services. The deadline is 5 p.m. Friday
(Feb. 23).
To be considered for membership, a
student must be planning to attend the
University in the fall ot 1990. Students
must also be In the top 35 percent of
their class, which usually is equivalent
to slightly better than a 3.0 grade point
average. Students must also excel in
the areas of scholarship, leadership
and service.
Chapter selections will be held
March 11. Initiation will take place at 2
p.m. on April 22 In Prout Chapel.
President Olscamp wiH speak, and
afterward a reception In the Ohio Suite
of the Union wit be held for members
and parents.
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From the Street
What was your most memorable Valentine's Day?

Carlos Calville, freshman preengineering major from Fremont: "In
grade school, when I got 25 or 30 cards
from my Mends."

Marc Bratton, junior sociology major
from Lima: "When / bought my mother
an expensive gilt."

Julie Thomas, sophomore prekindergarten education major from
Pittsburgh, Pa.: "When I got a dozen
roses from my boyfriend."

Friday/Joe P. Ni

Brian Baddour, freshman undecided
major from North Olmsted: "Last year
when I asked a girl if she would be mine
and all mine."

Video shows distinct British feelings
by Bread* Young
It seems safe to say that the English
and Americans have different ways of
telling stories.
The 1989 British movie "Getting it
Right" shares the life of Gavin Lamb

Video Review
(Jesse Birdsall), a 31 -year-old virgin
who splits his time between his job in a
beauty salon and the collection of classical music he keeps in his room at his
parents' house.
Now, if this was an American movie,
Gavin's sexuality would probably be
the major focus. As it is, this hairdresser's best friend is homosexual — just
think of the fun Hollywood could have
had with that.
Gavin is not homosexual; he just

wants to "get it right" — the right
woman, the right time and place. He is,
however, terrified of women — and
that makes it hard to work things out.
But Gavin's quiet little world is shattered by a series of events set in motion
at a party he is dragged to by his
friends.
At the party he meets Joan (Lynn
Redgrave), a lonely woman whose excessively rich husband is never home.
Gavin is quite surprised to see that he
can talk to her easily and is intrigued
by her entire persona, but the night
isn't over yet.
Another woman literally throws herself on him at the party's end. Her
name is Lady Minerva Munday (Helena Bonham Carter) and she appears
to be a cross between a psychotic nymphomaniac and a bag lady in training.
Gavin allows her to sleep (fully
clothed, please) in his mother's sitting
room after she throws a quick screaming tantrum in front of the family flat.

Gavin miraculously makes it
through the night with his virginity intact, but he is starting to change. He
sees that he's been letting life carry him
along — if he wants to get it right, he'll
have to do it himself.
Needless to say, an American version would have at this point already
had him sleep with both women and
then sent him on a rampage to satiate
his newly unbridled lust.
What Gavin does is take some level
of control over his life. He tells his
worrying mother that her culinary
skills, quite frankly, are rather lacking.
He faces Mr. Adrian (Peter Cook), his
boss, and lets the man know he is a
pompous boor.
He also gets up the gumption to ask
his beauty parlor assistant, Jenny (Jane
Horrocks), out on a date or two.
Life hasn't steadied for poor old
Gavin, however. His mom is sure he
has some sort of virus, his boss is still
rude, Jenny is ruminating over her lack

of culture and refinement, and
Minerva has told her father (John
Gielgud, in a brief but sterling performance) that she is carrying Gavin's
child.
"Getting it Right," in its own quirky
way, is an indictment of English society. Social status seems inordinately
important to most people, fathers offer
young men perks in exchange for wedded daughters and nice, quiet young
men are left to float through life without anyone bothering to pay them any
attention.
It's not exactly the parade of naked
women and careful product placement
that may have graced an American
production. Of course, movieland is
movieland on either side of the Atlantic, and Gavin finally does get it right.
But when he does, it /w/sright.
"Getting it Right'' was provided by
Barney's Video.
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Changing face of Valentine's Day
by Janice Hardman
Mailing Valentine cards, buying
candy for loved ones, and taking the
time to celebrate the people you love
are all ways Valentine's Day is perceived. Have you ever wondered the
origins of these traditions, or how they
came about?
Dating back to an ancient Roman
celebration, the traditions of Valentine's Day have been re-interpreted and
upheld by Christianity, said Jack Sanlino, associate professor of popular
culture.
Valentine's Day comes from the
Lupercalia culture of the ancient
Romans. Lupercalia is a Roman name
representing the wolf, Santino said,
and this culture celebrated the wolf
who preserved the twins Romulus and
Remus.
The festivities were held in a Spring
Festival to celebrate the fertility of the
earth, and the coming of spring, Santino said.
St. Valentine was associated with
love and romantic relationships in
young people, Santino said. St. Valentine was a priest imprisoned by the
government, and later put to death for
marrying couples in the prison, he said.
It was on the Eve of Lupercalia when
St. Valentine was martyered for the

cause establishing Feb. 14 as 'Feast
Day of St. Valentine,' Santino said.
"This established his association
with young people in love," Santino
added.
The celebration consisted mostly of
public drinking, and the pairing up of
people, he added.
Santino said people were paired up
by simply "pulling names out of a
hat." The two who were paired would
be "dates" for the celebration. The
festivities ultimately suggested love,
and sexuality which are related to the
rebirth and fertility of the earth.
With the establishment of Christianity and the church itself, some of the
Roman traditions were continued. For
example, the word February comes
from the Latin verb 'to purify,' Santino said.
Feb. 2 was established as Purification Day in the tradition of the name,
he said.
The tradition has been kept and officially established as Valentine's Day,
Santino said.
The earliest known Valentine card
dates back to the ISth century when a
French king sent a card to his love saying "from your Valentine," Santino
said. There were only a few more examples of Valentines sent over the next
100 years, but it was the beginning of

BGSU THEATSE PRESENTS. LADBY- SHUFS.

the Valentine card, Santino added.
The tradition grew throughout the
18th and 19th centuries. Our major
customs of today are associated with
this tradition, Santino said.
For today's Valentine seekers, Craig
Cheetwood, manager of The Source,
described many of the items The
Source carries for Valentine's Day. Besides the traditional candy, and cards,
the most popular item remains holiday
boxer shorts, Cheetwood said.

"So far, they (bolter shorts) have
been our strongest sellers," Cheetwood
said.
The Source also has a three sectioned
heart-shaped balloon that is gaining
popularity, and holiday confetti
shaped like X's and O's to put inside
Valentine cards, Cheetwood added.
The Source contains a large selection
of Valentine cards from about four
different companies to satisfy every
customer.

Shopping at The Source for just that right card for a loved one. BG News/Reglna Plnney

What is it?

L.ISI week's winner was Tim
M 11 rm.i ii. who correctly

If you can identify this
object, you could win a SI5
gift certificate from Quarter's
Cafe, 1414 E. wooster. (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
akoholic licvrragcsi
Drop your answers In the
entry box located in the BCi
News editorial of fire, 214
West Hall.
Entries arc due C.II h
Thursday, 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named at
that time- II more tli.in one
i duel t entry is received, .i
drawing will be lield to
determine the winner.
Employees ol IK .SI Student
Publications are not eligible

identified the object as a
movie camera eyepiece.
For great food and drinks, it's
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe
is ihe right choice

1414 E. wooster Bowling Green, OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM
February 7,8,9,10 at 8 p.m.
February 11 at 2 p.m.

Joe E. Brown Theatre
Tickets $3.00

Reservations Available

Name
A< l< Iress
Phone NumlxT.
What is it?
Kcnmi to /«; News Editorial Office. J/4 wrsi 11, ill, HOSI
Kniptayees ol i« SI student Publications are noi eligible
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Jazz giants focus of tribute concert
by Donna Sharper

BG News/Refina Plnney
Tat Jazz Arts Group pertorati -lib Ike beta of Tla Harris.

predominately older and reserved audience gave only a moderate response.
As part of the College of Musical
However, when Eubanks introduced
Arts Festival Series, a Dazzling Decade Tia Harris, "his singing discovery of
celebration, the Jazz Arts Group of
the year," she brought down the
Columbus came to Kobacker Hall and house.
paid a tribute to Count Basie and Duke
She belted the blues just like Lena
Ellington Tuesday night.
Home in Basic's "Come Rain or Come
"The Count and the Duke" perShine." She sang with a deep rich and
formance featured Harold Jones on
smooth voice, and yet she hit the
the drums. Jones inspired the original
highest of notes with ease.
Basie orchestra for five years and has
The audience definitely gave its
travelled worldwide with Sarah
biggest reponse of appreciation in that
Vaughan for the last twenty-two years, part of the show with shouts of "yeah"
he said.
and a roaring applause.
He also backed up Ellington, Sonny
After the audience calmed, she startStkt, Herbie Hancock, Eddie Harris,
ed the Basie's blues standard "EveryElla Fitzgerald, Bill Cosby and Bing
day I Have the Blues." By then the
Crosby, he said.
people were snapping their fingers and
Ray Eubanks directed the 17 memclapping their hands in rhythm.
ber group Tuesday evening beginning
Some shouted "yeah" in response
with several Ellington and Basie pieces when she said, "Everyday — everyday,
such as "Mood Indigo" and "I Got It everyday I have the blues."
Bad (And that Ain't Good)" but the
Harris topped her performance,
though, when she impersonated Joe
William's blues riff, rapid voice inflections. The audience went wild.

\UCh
Your Business
Potential

To reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods
and services, there's no better
way than advertising in
The BG News.
Market research has shown
that since 1985 The BG News
is read by 85% to 95% of our
potential readers on any
given day.
No other medium can make
that claim. No other medium
is even close.
So let your business reach its
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs.

THEBGNEWS
The Nation's Best College Newspaper
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The solo improvisations that filled
Ellington's arranged "Cottontail" also
brought a huge response. The tinny
sounding muted trumpet that began
the piece was fabulous. Stan Gilliland
played several impromptus that night.
Further, the collage of solos in each
instrumental section, driven by the
sound of cymbals, played by Bob
Breithaupt threw off a full big band
sound.
Before the last piece performed before the intermission, Eubanks introduced Breithaupt as a University
alumnus and the "drummy" of the
group for the past nine years.
After the intermission, Harold Jones
took the drummer's position and led
the band through "Ishfahan," taken
from pieces made popular by Ellington. It was a slow, blues, great alto and
tenor sax piece with lots of brush on
the cymbals. People shouted here and
there with the swaying, heart throbbing
piece.
"Shiny Stockings" was full of
piano, cymbals and muted trumpets
and trombone. The sound was synchopated with a swinging rhythm and contagiously toe tapping.
After this introduction, the rhythm
section of composed of bass guitarist,
Al Berry, drummer, Jones and pianist
Hank Marr took the floor. Finally,
Marr went solo and awed the audience.
He imitated Count Basie so well that
later one listener said he had almost an
eerie feeling. He said he thought maybe
he had actually heard Basie playing
himself.
The band ended the show with
Count Basie's "April in Paris." After
some incitement by Eubanks, the audience convincingly shouted "One more
time!," and the band repeated the familiar favorite passage of the piece.
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Reggae group set to score a 'coup'
by Brtnda Ywmt
Reggae has long been known for its
upbeat, joyous tempo, but if there is
not a message, the song is not reggae,
according to the vocalist of the group
Major Coup.

Hmaic
"Everything we do has a message,"
Wali Razzaq said. "It's got to have a
message, or we don't do it."
Croup originals, which Razzaq and
keyboardist Kelley Polian write, such
as "Problems of My Own," about
Aparthied Africa, and "No Worries"
not only have a message, but also what
he calls a "little bit of flavor."
"We're close to Roots-rock, but not
all the way down the line," he said.
"Roots tends to put people to sleep
in that it can get boring."
What "flavors" Major Coup's music is diverse musical backgrounds.
Each musician has brought aspects of
rock, blues, reggae or jazz along with
them, he said.
"Jim (Brown, drums) comes from a
reggae, rock and blues background,
Kelley comes from Jazz Fusion, I come
from blues," he said. "We have a crossover sound, going toward Third

World."
The group, which will be performing
at the sixth annual Bob Marley tribute
Saturday, was formed nearly two years
ago by six Cleveland natives who were
tired of previous bands' politics, Razzaq said.
"That's the Major Coup — we
pulled a major coup from all the crap
we'd been through," he said.
The jazz experience, he said, has
helped make Major Coup one of the
better bands in Cleveland.
"The jazz background is for speed
— then you slow down," he said. "It
makes for better accuracy."
Although there have been some personnel changes over the band's short
history, it has not been because of tensions among members, Razzaq said.
Three of the six original members have
gone — two have moved away and the
other changed jobs. Guitarist Mike

"If something happens, so be it —
I'll be there."
Reggae, Razzaq said, is in the middle
of an expansion itself.
"It's capturing an audience now that
it never did before," he said. "A
damned 'Fruit Roll-up' commerical
has reggae.
"The music just makes you want to
listen to it."
Major Coup will be performing at
the Northeast Commons Saturday
night at 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Billboard Top 10
1 "Opposites Attract" Paula
Abdul
2."Two to Make It Right" Seduction
3."Escapade" Janet Jackson
4."Dangerous" Roxette
5."Janie's Got a Gun" Aerosmith
6. "What Kind of Man Would I
Be?" Chicago
7."AI1 or Nothing" Milli VaniUi
8. "Downtown Train" Rod
Stewart
9. "Tell Me Why" Expose
IO."We Can't Go Wrong"
The Cover Girls

Ammato, bassist Johnny Darano and
percussionist Warren Levert, all Cleveland natives, have since joined to help
carry on the band's growth.
Razzaq said the group is planning to
branch out beyond the clubs of Cleveland. He is not necessarily, however,
looking for financial success alone.
"We want to get better with our music," he said, "develop the music
more.
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Toledo's Nowost —Kwrawl ft Night Ckib is
now open to offer you the best In foods and
KOtVETTS features a wide variety of sandwiches,
steaks, chicken & Italian Specialties.

JO-BOB'S BIR-B-Q

1616 E. Wcoster • Greenwood Centre • BG
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OKN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER
HAPPY HOUR MOM • THUR 3 • 7 PM
Drink Specials and FREE Hors d'oeuvres
DRINK SPECIALS It NTH HORS POIUVMSDancmg
Nightly from 9:30 pm - 2:30 am with music from the
50's to the 90's!
YOU MUST BE 21 TO ENTER
Straight up 1-75 to 475 W, Talmadge Ave. exit Than turn Right across from Franklin Park Mall

Dawn Stemorunner
B.B. RID Lover
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Pot Mortel
Chcogo Barbecue Gourmet

Special good Thur. - Sun.
BUY ONE KIELBASA SANDWICH
GET NEXT ONE FOR 25«
Dine-In Only
FREE 12 Pack Pepsi or 15 Pork o-ot Pepsi
with purchase ol S30 a more

WE DELIVER! 354-RtBS (7427)
Open Sun-Wed. 5-8. Thurs-Sot 5-9
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University alumnus back for show
best performing group in Columbus at
that time, he said. He added that his
job helped him become well known in
Bob Breithaupt, a former music per- Columbus.
formance graduate of the University,
After receiving his master's degree
supplied the energy to the big band
from the University in 1978, BreithJazz Arts Group of Columbus in its
aupt moved to Columbus and began
tribute to Count Basie and Duke Elteaching at Capital University.
lington last Tuesday evening.
He is now an associate professor of
The percussionist played such clasmusic and head of the school's
sics as Ellington's "Cottontail" and "I nationally known jazz and commercial
Got It Bad (And That Ain't Good)"
music program. He is also part owner
and Basic's "Come Rain or Come
of the Columbus Percussion Shop.
Shine" during the first half, before the Breithaupt reflected on his college
big band orchestra featured drummer
days, "a lot of my fondest memories
Harold Jones in the second half.
are of BGSU. We (his class) had a lot
At age ten, Breithaupt began playing of good musicians here at that time."
the violin but after two months, he
Fifty to sixty percent of all students in
quickly learned that he and the violin
jazz ensembles are still active profes"didn't get along," and he switched to sional performers, he added.
BG Nous Regina Plnney
percussion. Twenty-four years later, he
He noted that time period as being
sat as the youngest performer in the
"a great time to be here," adding that
Harold Jones, drummer for Ike Jazz Aria Group, warns up his slicks before his performJazz Arts Group in Columbus.
he and his classmates took their perance.
Breithaupt began playing for the 30
forming seriously.
member band nine years ago. He also
"But I wonder if students today are
plays as an extra percussionist for the
as serious as I was," he added.
Columbus Symphony and for the Pro
As students, "we just wanted to play
Musica Chamber Orchestra in Colum- and didn't worry about making
bus, he said.
money. That's the biggest difference
He has also toured all over the coun- between then and now," he said.
try, and in Mexico and overseas. He
He added that many students ask
has backed up Sammy Davis Jr., Liza
about the entry level salary first instead
Minnelli, Julie Andrews, Joe Williams of how they could improve their skills.
Gary Burton, and Paul Anka, he said.
Instead, he said musicians should con"That's the benefit of being a
centrate on developing their musical
professional, you get to play with a lot
and personal skills.
of great people," he said.
To be successful in the music busiBreithaupt's exceptionally high perness, one also needs to be a nice person
formance level helped him land his first and be able to get along with other
big job immediately upon receiving his people, he said. Wendell Jones, his
bachelor's degree in 1977.
professor at that time, helped him de♦ Mini Pitchers are back every Mon. & Wed.*
"My biggest thrill was getting hired
velop personally and musically, he
as a percussionsist in a full time profes- added.
HOURS: MOB. - Sal. Noon til 2:30 am
sional musical theater job."
"He was a very important influence
Sunday 2 pm - 2:30 am
He played in a pit orchestra with the tome," he said.
According to Breithaupt, although
the audience of jazz has been widened
by musicians such as Kenny G and
Manhattan Transfer, the lack of a
young black audience for jazz endangers its existence.
"For the music to survive, the young
black audience must appreciate the art
form of jazz and support it more than
they are now."
He said America claims jazz as its
7:30 pm, 10:00 pm
own art form, but Afro-Americans
created it originally.
and
by Donna Sharper

Come to the Movies!

Friday, February 9th and Saturday, February 10th
210 MSC
$1.50 Admission
12:30 am

Heather Newcomer
won the Indiana
Jones soundtrack
last week.

SterwarP
107 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg
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12:00-8:00
Fri. and Sal
10:00-5:00
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Local drama group open to anyone
by Anne Walter
If you have ever been interested in
theatre or performing arts but did not
feel confident enough to audition for a
university production, you are not
alone.
Karen Landrus, president of the
Black Swamp Players, describes the
Bowling Green community theatre
group as, "an avenue for people who
may not feel comfortable auditioning
for the theatre department at the University. It's a setting where individuals
can feel comfortable with people of
comparable talent."
The Black Swamp Players is a nonprofit organization which produces
several public theatricals each year.
The company was established and registered with the state of Ohio in
Autumn of 1970. The Black Swamp
Players takes its name from the historical Great Black Swamp which covered
much of Northwestern Ohio.
According to the group, "The name
was chosen to emphasize the company's commitment to providing a theatrical outlet for the entire Bowling Green
area, and to avoid confusion with the
university's theatre program."
Landrus said all kinds of people
make up the group.
"Everyone! Townspeople, high
school students, University students,
—anyone from anyplace can get involved," Landrus said. "We really

have a cosmopolitan group with people
from all walks of life."
Landrus, and other members, said
they encourage people from the University to participate in the organization's productions, and as an audience.
Landrus admits one of the reasons the
Black Swamp Players is short on University participants is the lack of
knowledge.
"Not many people know about us,"
Landrus said.
Recently, the community theatre
group has been busy redefining objectives and goals, which includes increased public awareness and recruitment. They said they hope to enhance
the involvement of the community
through increased active membership
and participation in productions.
The organization has two memberships: a standard membership of $35
which includes a ticket to each show
and active voting membership status to
the company; and a performing membership of $ 15 for those who simply
want to perform in productions.
Landrus said participants may perform in one show without paying
membership dues, but are encouraged
to join the organization after one
show, — "if only a performing membership," — so they can continue with
the group.
Because the Black Swamp Players is
a non-profit organization, they survive
financially through memberships and

advertising. Donations are accepted
and encouraged from interested individuals.
Other objectives and goals of the
company are to secure a permanent
"home" for the group and to develop
a comprehensive program. Currently,
the Black Swamp Players do not have a
specific facility for rehearsals, storage
and productions. Through the Bowling
Green City Parks and Recreations,
they have used facilities such as the
Girl Scout Building and the Veteran's
Building, practically rent-free. Occasionally, the group practices in Landrus's classroom at the Bowling Green
High School where she teaches English, speech and drama, she said.
She said the group is debating about
buying a facility, or leasing one, to
make a permanent "home" for the
company.
The organization is also trying to
enhance the youth programs. Young

People's Theatre arid the Children's
Theatre Workshop, which they established several years ago, Landrus said.
During the 1978-79 season, the Black
Swamp Players performed their first
dinner-theatre production in conjunction with the Bowling Green Elks.
Since then, the dinner theatre shows
have expanded to one or two productions per year.
This year the Black Swamp Players
are performing a cabaret, directed by
Barb Lockard-Zimmerman of the University music department. ThcFantastiks, which is the company's next
show, will be at the Hoi ley Lodge
atrium. Shows run from Feb. 15-17
with a 1:30 p.m. matinee on the 17th.
The cabaret is $10 and tickets are available at Holley Lodge and Currents.
Last fall the company performed Inherit the Wind in Judge Williamson's
court room. Landrus said the group
■See Drama, page 10.
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with a BG News
RED Valentine Heart
WEDNESDA Y, FEBRUARY14
11,000 copies reaching
20,000 students, faculty & staff
DEADLINE: MONDAY, FEB. 12, 4 p.m.

! (he little Shop
, .University, Union Mon-Fri 8:00-4:45

$6.00 per heart
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Offbeat and unusual alternatives
for Valentine's Day suggested
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BG News/Regina Pinney
Stacy Pearson demoastrales a Viknllat's Day alteraalivc aclivliy.
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THE BROTHERS OF

PHI GAMMA
DELTA
ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE
THEIR NEW INITIATES
DENNIS BLUE

There are many alternatives to the
usual Valentine's Day gifts.
Going out to dinner can be more exciting if you find the right place to go.
One restaurant worth checking out is
Tony Packo's Cafe in Toledo. The
decor consists of hot dog buns autographed by various celebrities and the
prices are reasonable. On weekends, a
live Dixieland band plays to add to the
ambiance.
For those looking for high-flying
adventure, the Hot Air Balloon Company of Toledo offers flights in their
balloons. Another option for those
who just cannot seem to keep their feet
on the ground is a helicopter ride.
Chartering a helicopter from Great
Lakes Helicopter will guarantee an adventerous Valentine's Day.
There are a wide variety of singing
telegram services to choose from, but
one of the most unusual ones comes
from Helium Suprise in Toledo. For fifty dollars, a saxophone-playing gorilla

in a pink bikini will deliver your sentiments along with a bouquet of balloons.
If you've just gotta dance, the Fred
Astaire Dance Studios offers ballroom
dancing lessons. You and your beloved
will be romantically whirling away on
the dance floor in no time with just a
few lessons.
Recapture your childhood this Valentine's Day with an all-night roller
skating party at the Ohio Skate Roller
Rinks in Toledo. Or, if skating isn't
your forte, take your date to one of
Toledo's many bowling alleys. Many
of these lanes are open 24 hours, so
you can score (strikes) into the wee
hours of the morning.
For those who like civilized dates,
the Toledo Museum of Art is a classy
and eye-pleasing alternative.
Instead of a card this year, send a
banner from American Vinyl and Banner. Your message of love will be displayed for the world to see.
Finally, for those who have no Valentine, Matchmaker Dating Service
can help.

FOR ALL THE CAMPUS INFO
YOU NEED TO KNOW,
GRAB A CORY OF

THE BG NEWS
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and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
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Is Valentine's Day really necessary?
by Christopher J. Dawsort
Valentine's Day approaches. Bah,
humbug!
OK, the statement is a little dated,
but the sentiment is not. Valentine's
Day, big deal! Frankly, I don't see why
anyone makes a big deal over such a silly holiday. Besides, it's kind of a discriminatory holiday; only those people
who are involved in a romantic relationship can really participate. It's

Tongue in Check
not a fun holiday, like St. Patrick's
Day. So why all the fuss? I don't
know, and I don't give a damn about
such a silly holiday. Yes, I'm single.
Does it show?
It seems that I'm a tad peeved at the
notion of the holiday dedicated to
romance. I'm not really, because it's at
least a real holiday, instead of an artificial one like Sweetest Day, created by
florists and greeting-card companies to
drum up business. It's just that I don't
like the idea of a holiday that I can't
really participate in.
I named St. Patrick's Day as a fun
holiday, because anyone can participate in it. One does not need to be Irish
to wear green, drink a lot and act like a
fool (though it helps, take it from this
Irishman!). People who have absolutely no Irish blood flowing through
their veins can throw on some green
clothes and join in the fun; however, a
single cannot really get involved in the
St. Valentine's Day hoopla.
Not that being a single is the worst
thing in the world; on the contrary, I
sometimes think it's the best way to be.
In the immediate circle of my friends,
I'm the one voted most likely to be the
eternal bachelor. My friends say it's
because I'm impossible to get along
with and that no girl is foolish enough
to put up with me. I disagree; I think
it's because I prize my independence.
Of course, the main problem with
being a single is having to deal with
these people who are not single. The
main hassle is from my parents, who
unceasingly ask me if I have a girlfriend. Even my Grandmother is getting in on it. It does not help that Valentine's Day is here. I'm sure that
Mom will ask if I took a girl out for
Valentine's Day, and as usual I'll reply
no, I do not have the time nor the
money (nor the girl friend!).
I've gone the route, and been around
the track a few times, and the jury's
Mill out about whether or not it was
worth it. I still remember my very first
date, and how I felt like a complete and
utter ass because my car broke down
and I was the main cause of it. But that
was back in the halcyon days of high
school, when dating consisted of borrowing Mom and Dad's car, going to
tbe.rpovio.wid then heading to Ihe

pizza shop. Probably nowadays the
high school date is going to the shopping mall.
But high school dating is long behind
us all, fortunately. Besides, it would be
tough to pass notes in college, or
scratch up enough money to go to a
college prom. Mom's still mad at me
for not going to my prom, but from
what I heard, I didn't miss much. I'd
never hear the end of it if college had
proms and I didn't go!
It seems that college dating is a pretty casual thing. No one has much
money, and few people have enough
time. Back to the movies and pizza
shops! Of course, here it's more like
rent videos and have a pizza delivered.
Red hot romance isn't dead yet, it's
only sleeping. It also seems that sex
plays a bigger part in college relationships than in high school relationships. Is sex included in Valentine's Day? If not, should there be a
special holiday for it? There's already a
National Condom Week. How about
National Sex Day, or something like
that. Odds are that Perry Como
wouldn't have a TV special about it.
Thinking about relationships (and
the lack thereof) has made me take a
look around me. Most of my friends
are involved in romantic relationships
ranging from purely physical, to dragout fighting, to eternal love (at least for
the moment). I sit back and watch
them with my usual smug air. Are they
necessarily happier? I don't really
know. It seems that sometimes they
are, but sometimes it seems like there is
a lot of pain and suffering. Is being in a
relationship the best thine in life? It

can't be better than skipping classes on
a spring day to play frisbee. At least,
that's what this single thinks. Besides,
all of these musings would make for a
great TV show that I could entitle
Twentysomething. So Valentine's Day
will come and go, and I'll be none the
better or none the worse. I propose
that we should have a day dedicated to
the die-hard singles like myself, a day
celebrating our freedom and independ-

ence. We can send cards to each other
saying things like "Stay single — avoid
the emotional rollercoaster!" or we
can send beer can-shaped chocolates to
each other. Instead of red, the color
for National Singles Day can be black,
or better yet, Hawaiian floral print.
This eternal bachelor thinks it's a good
idea, though I'm sure my perspective
might change if my social standing
does.

Give
another birthday
Give blood.
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NEW NEW NEW
University Union Weekend Food Service
Falcon's Nest open from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
includes cafeteria and grill line
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet
All You Can Eat
From 12-2 for $5.75
Coupons, Cash, MC & VISA Accepted
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday & Sunday)
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Wednesday:
Feb. 21st
'Mysteries on
Campus" by the
Murder Mystery
Troupe
$ prizes $
8:30 pra Lenhart
Grand Ballroom
$$ PRIZES $$

Thursday:
Feb. 22nd
Cake Walldn'
Jazz
Band
8:00 pm
Falcon's Nest

presents

MURDER
at the
MARDI
GRAS
COME JOIN
THE FUN!

Friday:
Feb.23rd
Movie: CLUE
8:00 pm and
10:00 pm at
210 Math Science
'Note change of
date.

Saturday:
Feb. 24th
7:00 pm - midnight
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
* music
' mystics
'food
'fun
* murder
' mystery
'' Auction at 11:00 pm ' *

•ALL EVENTS ARE ABSOLUTELY FREE!*
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has performed other court room drama
on location in municipal court rooms
and the Wood County Court house.
This spring the Black Swamp Players
will stage Arsenic and Old Lace. Auditions will be in the Girl Scout Building
(in City Park) Feb. 19,20,21 from 7-9
p.m., Landrussaid.
Sue Simpson, who is producing The
Fantastiks, has been a member of the
Black Swamp Players for three years.
"I got involved through a conversation with someone who was already a
member. They roped me in," she said.

Simpson said many different motivations get people involved with the
organization, which has become "a
small group of very dedicated people
who will do just about anything and
everything associated with theatre."
"We get a few people from the University,"she said. "Surprisingly
enough, they are not all theatre or performing arts-type individuals, yet the
talent is there. The directors and those
people in charge of the productions really try to help performers improve and
learn because people really DO have
talent."

As a community theatre group, the
Black Swamp Players' ultimate goal is
"to provide opportunities for creative
involvement through quality theatrical
experiences."
"We're a vehicle for people to entertain and be entertained," Simpson
added.
Anyone who is interested in the
company — as a performer or as help
backstage and on the set — can contact
Karen Landrus at 332-2102, or write
the Black Swamp Players, P.O. Box
601, Bowling Green, O., 43402.

Communication
and relationships
COLUMBUS (AP) — The more
people remember from conversations
with their spouses, the less satisfied
they may be with the marriage, according to a study by a professor at Ohio
State University.
"Are married couples who pay attention and remember a lot from the
conversations with their spouses happier? We actually found that not to be
the case," said Laura L. Stafford, an
assistant professor of communication.
Stafford has conducted a number of
studies concerning the ability to recall
conversations.
One study concluded that strangers
recalled more of the conversations than
the married couples. The married couples remembered the general topic of

2FOR1
Now through February 14th
purchase any junbr, small,
medium or large yogurt and
receive next smaller size free.

FREE DELIVERY
524 E. Wooster
354-7050

discussion, but the strangers recalled
more detail.
"It appears obvious that at the early
stage of a relationship you are listening
closely to what a person is saying and
forming impressions and evaluations
— asking yourself, 'Do I like this person?' " Stafford said in an interview
published recently in The Columbus
Dispatch.
"By the time you are in a stable marriage, you are no longer forming impressions and evaluations of your
spouse. Not on a routine basis, anyway. So you don't recall as much detail
from a conversation."
The results of the first study help explain why people who can't recall details of a conversation with their
spouse may be more satisfied with their
marriage.
"Happy couples may be talking for
the sake of talking. You don't really
know what you talked about with your
wife, but you know you had a good
talk," Stafford said.
Unhappy couples may recall more
from their conversations because they
are re-evaluating the relationship.
"It is possible people in unhappy
marriages are acting more like strangers by remembering more, evaluating
more," she said.
Another study showed that people
could recall about 10 percent of a conversation immediately after it ended.
One month later, they could recall
about 4 percent.
"You don't really remember what
the person said, but you walk away
saying, 'I really like that person.'

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
:ast Merry Avenue Apartments-516 & 522
East
:. Merry A,ve.

"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday
College I.D.
Night
free admission
with valid I.D.
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Thursday
Ladies' Night
no cover for the
ladies

Friday and
Saturday
reduced
cover
before 9:00
p.m.

This Week: "The Affair"
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

,
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FEB. 11 MALE REVIEW
AMERICA'S MOST WANTED

Field Manor Apartments-519 Leroy
Ave.,542 & 560 Frazee Ave.
Frazee Avenue Apartments-818 Thurstin,
624, 670 (Will have new carpeting),656
Frazee Ave.
Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 dough St.

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
224
E.
Woostercrus*"St.
b'l.L.',** 3<
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Hours:
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Spielberg remake of classic film fails
by Brian Lumley
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it!"
Tsk.lsk, Steve, why mess with a classic? Speilberg, in an attempt to remake
the old Spencer Tracy/Irene Dunne
vehicle "A Guy Named Joe," fails to

Film
live up to the bravado or good-natured
spunk of the original. One of Speilberg's favorite films, for years he has
hinted that a remake would likely be
imminent, but the question is why?
How can an original as good as this be
improved upon? "Always" captures
only the essence of the first — that of
honor and selflessness. Everything
beyond that is merely a deja vu, the
faint remembrance of a film long past.
Remakes themselves are great, the 1976
version of "King Kong" left me a bewildered 10-year-old and eventually
helped get me into this mess as a film
nut, but Speilberg has himself in a
damned-if-I-do-damned-if-I-don't situation. If he changes the Film, purists
rave. If he leaves it the same, he comes
(.INFMARK

THfcATRtS

Woodland Mall
Cinema
1234 N Main St

354-0558

off as a plagiarist. Unfortunately, he
opts for the latter and basically puts
the old film on new celluloid. Plagiarist!!!
"Always" surrounds itself with the
exploits of a hotshot firefighter named
Pete (Richard Dreyfuss) who pulls stupid but amazing stunts that leave all his
fellow firefighters awestruck, but his
girlfriend Dorinda (Holly Hunter) a
nervous wreck. His self-centered acts
leave her numb with fear every time he
goes up and she does not know if he
will come back down alive. After a
long conversation where Dorinda appeals to Pete's senses, he promises to
ground himself and take on a training
job as an instructor for new firefighting pilots. Well... on a last run, the
self-centered Pete saves his friend Al
(John Goodman) in a maneuver that
leaves him dead and Dorinda devastated. His newfound selflessness recognized by an angel (Audrey Hepburn
in a cameo), Pete is recruited to go
back and help new pilots out on their
training maneuvers. One small draw-

back is that he is invisible, and his inspiration to the pilots will be thought of
as intuition. Six months have passed
since Pete has been dead, and a stillrecovering Dorinda has been invited by
Al to the base where he is now the
trainer of the new group of firefighters. There she meets Ted, a brash but
clumsy young pilot, his declaration of
love for her is almost instant, yet is unrecognized by a grieving Dorinda. Typical of all romantic comedies, this one
has a rather satisfying denouement. All
is well, and everyone lives happily ever
after...
Technically, the film is excellent.
The back-lighting that Speilberg is becoming famous for is all too evident in
this film, giving the airplanes an almost
otherworldly glow about them. The
camera work is phenomenal, every
frame is graced with a presence that
seems to romanticize everything about
firefighting. As ever, John Williams'
score is both powerful and sweeping,
adding that punch that Williams "always" seems to do. But, unfortunate-

ly, good filmmaking does not a good
film make, as evidenced within this.
"Always" is not a bad film by any
measure, yet it seems to degrade itself
by being what it is — a carbon copy of
the original, which stands as an eloquent piece of '40s filmmaking. If I
may plug the original, it contains a
masterful script by the soon-to-be
blacklisted Dalton Trumbo, who wrote
his stories as if guided by the muses. Its
performances are excellent, in no way
does Richard Dreyfuss stand up to the
charisma of Spencer Tracy. The climax
of "Joe" is better than "Always," as
the supreme sacrifice made by Tracy's
Pete registers more than Dreyfuss'
Pete, who merely wanders off into the
sunset.
"Always" is good entertainment,
and not a bad film by '80s standards,
but perhaps it typifies the 1980s as a
whole — a decade filled with rejuvenated fashion styles, song remakes, and
a whole generation preoccupied with
the nostalgia of the past. In that sense,
"Always" fits right in.
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The Friday music picks of the week
Rock show. (Just like Spinal Tap playing
on "Saturday Night Live.") Their album
also has elements of reality, such as
Anyone remember "The Young Ones"
Queen's Brian May as their producer.
from MTV? How about the heavy-metal
There's only a few actual songs on the
spoof group Spinal Tap? If you answered
album, and they're really no worse than
"yes" to both of those questions, then
the bands now on the airwaves! (An excepyou've just figured out the story of Bad
tion would be their cover of Queen's
News.
"Bohemian Rhapsody" which one has to
take with a grain of salt, to prevent shock.)
However, the majority of the album consists of comments from the band in the
studio. Most of their comments are about
each other, most are derogotory, most are
incredibly raunchy, but all are really funny!
Comprised of the cast of 'The Young
Listening to these routines makes one
Ones," Bad News is the British version of
wonder if normal bands make comments
Spinal Tap. They're just as loud, raunchy,
like these in their recording sessions,
and talented as the American version.
though it is doubtful that the New Kids on
These guys even played actual concerts,
such as the Castle Donnington Monsters of the Block would get into a discussion
Bad News: "Bad News" Rampage/Rhino Records

Music Review

HARSHMAN QUADRANGLE
Proudly Presents

HARSHMAN
"LIVE"
Tonight!
9 pm in Harshman Cafeteria
Stan

James Vernon
Man Comedy Show

OHO

As seen on Showtime Comedy Club
The Comic Strip Punchline's and Dangeihelds

Don't Miss It!

about what kind of fruit they should strap
to their thighs to make them seem more
"endowed."
This is not an album for music fans, because there's a lot more comedy than actual music, but anyone who likes Spinal
Tap or the concept of a heavy-metal spoof
will like these guys.
ByCJ.Dawson

Ice-T: "The Iceberg/Freedom of
Speech... Just Watch What You Say"
Over the course of his first two albums
("Rhyme Pays" and "Power"), L.A.-based
rapper Ice-T has established himself as one
of the most outspoken and talented heralds of West Coast hip-hop. Falling solidly
in-between such contemporaries as the
ever-flamboyant N.W.A. and the sadly
over-looked 7A3, Ice-T has carved out a
rhythmic and lyrical niche that is uniquely
his own.
On his new release, "The Iceberg...", he
launches from this niche to re-invent the
persona of The Mack, the streetwise
pimp/pusher/anti-hero featured in such
classic 70s blaxploitation flicks as "Shaft"
and "Superfly." But he's updated it for the
'90s, as is evidenced by "Shut Up, Be
Happy!", the opening monologue by exDead Kennedys' frontman Jello Biafra. It's
absolutely Orwellian in tone, with such
lines as "The number one enemy of progress is questions." He confronts the issue
of black oppression on "The Hunted
Child" and forges a hilariously wicked
spoken-word parody of rap violence on
"Black-N-Decker," in which the sound of a
drill going through a human skull is (hopefully) simulated.
Of course, Ice-T still includes his prerequisite porno tale ("The Iceberg"), dance
attack ("Hit The Deck"), and'Tm-thebaddest" rap ("My Word Is Bond"). And
he kicks out his official heavy-metal guitar
crossover move with the butt-stompin' lustlog titled "The Girl Tried To Kill Me." It's

LIVE REGGAE TRIBUTE

softcore pom set to a thunderous beat and
screaming guitar. What more do ya want'
By Frank Esposito
Nine Inch Nails: "Pretty Hate Machine"
So who says techno-pop has to be pensive and brooding? And who says it has to
be produced by pale Englishmen with
dark, soiled emotional pasts? Feh! A pox
on the unbelievers!
Nine Inch Nails is Trent Reznor, a
rather robust if undertall college dropout
who hangs his hat in Cleveland. He's a
one-man industrial dance band with
enough pent-up hormonal rage flowing
through his veins to make the Cure look
like a bunch of wimpering jewel thieves.
He fills his music with slashing guitars and
ominous-yet-aggressive synth overtones
that are power-stapled to dance beats that
would drive both Depeche Mode and New
Order to the brink of moisture.
A thrash-thunderdance called "Head
Like A Hole" gets this angstmobile arewin' with the screamed chorus "Head
like a hole/Black as your soul/I'd rather
diefThan give you control" The 90s have
arrived, folks. There's some prime midtempo gloom here in the forms of "Terrible Lie" and "Sin." But it's gloom a la the
Replacements' "Answering Machine" and
the Smithereens' "Behind the Wall of
Sleep" not "Girlfriend In A Coma" by the
Smiths or "Bela Lugosi's Dead" by Bauhaus, so it's OK. Didn't mean to scare ya.
The dance hit "Down In It" is mirrored
by the forbidden sex drive of "Kinda I
Want To." ("I know it's not the right
thing/1 know it's not the good thing/But
kinda I want to") Reznor also shows a
veiled sensitive side on the piano-fueled
"Something I Can Never Have."
If "Pretty Hate Machine" has any ulterior motive, it's to make the world a safer
place for guys with too much love for Public Enemy and Ministry and way too much
testosterone for their own good. This is as
close to socially acceptable expression as
these guys, NLN's Trent Reznor included,
are gonna get
By Frank Esposito
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Profess

News

SCTV

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Best ol Carson

News

Nightline

ArsemoHall

Business

Try Times

12:30
Arsenio Han

Letterman

All Purposes Business

MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour

Miracle Planet

Eyes on the Prize II

Black Stars in Orbit

EastEnders

MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Miracle Planet

Footsteps

Red Dwarf

Prolessional-Amateur Athlete ol the Year Awards

Boss^

Charles

Boss?

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Star Trek: Next Gener.

WKRP

Alter Hours

Family Ties

Facts ol Life Boss?

Family Ties

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

News

Sanlord

Jeflersons

fall Guy

SportsLook

Coeege Basketbal: Syracuse at VManova

SportsCtr.

College Basketball

ESPN Basketball

SportsCtr

TMC Movie: "Avenging Force Cont'd

Firstworks

Movie: "Big Business"

Video

College Basketbal: Michigan S'ate at Iowa
Movie: "Deepstar Six"

Movie: ''Unholy Rotors"

Movie: "Remote Control"

—J
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TUESDAY EVENING
FEBRUARY 13,1990
8:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

Q
O
CD
CD

m
©
CD
69
60

NtM

CBS News

PM Mag.

NUN

Robots

Danger Bay
1

8:30

9:00

Movie: "Dirty Dancing

filth estate

Man\et PI.

Movie: "Dirty Dancing"

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy

Rescue 911

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Matlock

•Jews

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Boss?

Oceanus

Business

News

SCTV

Profess

News

Magnum, P.I.
etleinmn

Tonight Show

News

Nightline

ArsenioHall
European

Frontline

Hard Drugs. Hard Choices

EastEnders

Univ. Forum

Nova

Frontline

Eyes on the Prize II

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Boss?

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Nothing in Commor

"

Family Ties

Facts ol Life Boss?

Family Ties

Movie: "The Terminator"

SportsLook

College Basketball: Missouri at Kansas

SportsCtr.

Animals

Movie:

News

3arney M.

Grand Slam

9:00

News

Tonight Show

China Beach

News

Nightline

Arsenk) Hall

Buxton

EastEnders

Art Beat

Video

M Russell

Served

Miracle Planet

McHale

WKRP

After Hours

"Three In the Attic"

Sanford

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

College Basketball: Pepper at Loyola

Head Ciss

Doogie H

M. Russell

American Playhouse
American Playhouse

M. Russell

Animals

Performance

Boss''

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie "The Princess Bride"

Family Ties

Facts ol Lite Boss'

On Road

Emergency

rwws

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

News

ABC News

Affair

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Movie: "Jagged Edge"

9:00

Family

Profess

12:30
Arsenio HaH

LA. Law

News

Tonight Show

Primetime Live

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

Mystery!

Voices A Visions

EastEnders

Time Out

Fred Trost

Mystery!

SmUeys People

Served

Frontline

Movie: "Iron Eagle"

Barney M

WKRP

After Hours

"Three «i the Cellar"

Movie: "The Princess Bride"

News

Sanford

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

College Basketball Ore St at Wash

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

Butterflies

Business

Animals

Ok) House

Wild Am.

Boss?

Mama
Family Ties

College Basketball: Louisville at Virginia Tech

211 West Hall
372-7418
CHECK OUR PRICES!

12:00
Jeffersons

Magnum, P.I.

Young Riders

UniGraphics

11:30
Newhart
SCTV

Cheers

with a resume
from

11:00
News

News

Father Dowfing Mysteries

SELL
YOURSELF

10:30

News

Cosby Show Dif. Work)

THC Movie: "Uncle Toms Cabin"

10:00
Knots Landing

Knots Landing

CODCO

Family Feud

Facts ol Life Boss?

9:30

Island Son

Night Court

Charles

SportsLook

Front Page

8:30

Letterman

Movie: "Manifesto

Movie: "Fatal Attraction'

Island Son

Family Ties

News

College Basketball: St. John's at Seton Hall

48 Hours

Boss?

ESPN Supercross

Barney M

NHL Hockey: Los Angeles Kings at Detroit Red Wings

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

Profess

12:30
Arsenio Hall

Quantum Leap

Night Court

Gro Pains

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

12:00
Jeffersons

Anything

Unsolved Mysteries

Family Feud

Business

11:30
Newhart

Dear John

Night Court

All Purposes Business

11:00
News

Magnum, P.I.

Aflair

CBS News

Movie: "The Good Wife'

SCTV

Ent. Tonight

News

Skate America: Men

News

NBC News

THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 15,1990
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
CBS News
PM Mag
48 Hours
O News

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

News

Journal

ABC News

The Bride ol Frankenstein"

Movie: "Six Pack Annie"

Wiseguy

Jake and the Fatman

MacNetl/Lehrer Newshour

10:30

Wiseguy

Special Squad

News

News

10:00

9:30

Jake and the Fatman

News

Movie:

After Hours
Jeffersons

Movie: "Monkey Shines"

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

TMC Short Film

WKRP
Sanford

College Basketball: Mississippi State at Alabama

CBS News

College Basketball: North Carolina at Virginia

McHale

News

Haunted Summer"

Arsenio Hall

News

Nova

SportsLook

CD
CD
CD
CD
69
69
69

Coach

12:30

12:00
Jeffersons

Business

ESPN Supercross

o

Roseanne

11:30
Newhart

thirtysomething

Movie: "Blind Faith"
Wonder Y

WEDNESDAY EVENING
FEBRUARY 14,1990
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
CBS News |pMMag
Grand Slam
O News
Assignment Adventure
O News
Nature ol Things

69
69
69

Journal

11:00
News

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

THC Movie: "School Daze

m
es

Man Alive

10:30

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

ESPN Sports

ID
69

10:00

9:30

Rescue 911

|Movie:

Kids In (tie Hall

Grand

Journal

McHale

College Basketball: Ohio S ate at Wisconsin

The Evil Thai Men Do"

| Movie:

Fres h Horses"

FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

Letterman

Movie: "My Stepmother Is an Alien"

«H1

Annette

Hair Studio

Dewar

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

I $2.00 OFF the purchase of
{any crew or hooded sweatshirt j
with this coupon
(asst. styles and colors)

_F^jres_March_3,J990

_p

BGSU transfers and sew on letters available
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats * Swimwear
School Jackets • T-Shirt Printing • Sports Equipment

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
■Open Daily 10:00• 9:00 • SAT 1000 • 5:30" • Aoossfrom Huntinjon Bank

SS135B

Diane Johnston & Paula Ryder

Hair Cut Special $8.00
Perm Special $30.00
10% off any purchase of these products:
• Paul Mitchell • Matrix • Nexxus •
• Sebastian • Redken •
I lours: Mon-Thur 8:00-8:00
Friday
8:00-6:00
Saturday 8.0O-3:O0

141 W. Wooster

354-8533

■ nnw

